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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
J 2 b'0l.  25 of----"-". 
OF THE .. ... 
STATE OF IDAHO 
POTLATCH EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS 
NO. 285 
Plantiff / Appellate 
vs. 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 285 
Defendants/ Respondents. 
.............................................. 
Appealed from the District Court of the Second 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Latah 
HON. JOHN R. STEGNER, DISTRICT JUDGE 
.............................................. 
JOHN E. RUMEL 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BRIAN K. JULIAN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
.............................................. 
. . . . . . , . . Filed this - day of A 
STEPHEN W. KENYON, CLERK 
SUPREME COURT CASE NO. 35606 i I 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
POTLATCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
'and DOUG RICHARDS, 
vs. 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285, 
and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, POTLATCH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285, 
Case No. CV 2007-1 151 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH KREN IM 
SUPPORT OF RESPONSE 80 
MOTlON FOR SUffiNlARk' 
JUDGMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of ) 
Joseph Kren, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as 
follows: 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH KREN IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
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1) That the statements contained herein are true and correct to the best of 
his information. 
2) 1 am the Superintendent for Potlatch School District No. 285, and have 
been at all times relevant to the matters at issue in this case. All sta 
herein are based upon my personal knowledge or based on review of documents 
related to this case. 
3) Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Master 
Agreement for 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 between the Potlatch Education Association 
and the Board of Trustees Potlatch School District NO. 285. 
4) To the best of my knowledge, the Master Agreement was negotiated in an 
arm's length transaction by both the Potlatch Education Association and the Potlatch 
School District. Both parties are sophisticated parties, and both parties provided 
language used in the contract. 
5) Attached hareto as Exhibit 5 are a true and correct copies of the ceitified 
employee absence report forms regarding Doug Richards for the 2006-2007 school 
year. 
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FURTHER your Affiant saith not. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to Before ma this day of June, 2008. 
(SEA "-. ,.,~,w,, 
f-+ V .  .I ~XIOAKI 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING \ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of ( J ~  2008, 1 
sewed a true and correct copy of the fore AFFIDAVIT OF JOSE& KREN IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by 
delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of teroid, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
John E. Rumel [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOClATlON [ ] Hand-Delivered 
620North2638 [ 1 Overnight Mail ' p Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
James M. Piotrowski [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Marty Durand [ ] Hand-Delivered 
HERZFELD & PlOTROWSKI, LLP i; Overnight Mail 
71 3 West Franklin Street ] Facsimile 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2864 
Telephone: (208) 351-9200 
Facsimile; (208) 331-9201 
P- 
V ~ r i a n  K. Julian 
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MASTER AGREEMENT 
For 2006-2007 
and 
between the 
POTLATCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
an affiliate of the 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and the 
and the 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285 
Sisnature 
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ARTICLE I 
RECOGNITION 
This Agreement is between the Board o f  Trustees of Potlatch School 
District 285 located in Potlatch, ldaho and in Latah County (hereinafter 
"Board") and the Potlatch Education Association (hereinafter "Association") 
to establish procedures for bargaining and the specific items to be 
bargained between the parties pursuant to the provisions of  ldaho Law. 
1.2 Recoanition 
The Board recognizes the Association as the sole and exclusive 
negotiating agent for the purposes of negotiations with certificated 
Professional Employees of the District so long as the Association has the 
approval of  the majority of  the professional employees o f  the District to 
so represent them. 
1 .  Exclusions 
The following certificated employees of the District are excluded 
from representation by the Association: 
a. Superintendent 
b. Assistant Superintendent 
c. Principals 
d. Vice Principals 
e. Directors 
2. Additional Exclusions 
. ~. . ~.~ ~. , ~ .  
('.*;: i"-i I.;. 
.+y 
- 
The following employees are excluded from the application of this 
contract: 
a. Substitutes 
b. Non-teaching (who may have a teaching certificate) 
1.2 Certification 
Should the Board for good cause or 35% of the Professional Employees 
request, the Association will conduct an election by represented 
Professional Employees, by secret ballot to determine whether or not the 
Association has majority approval to represent the Professional 
Employees. A Board representative and an Association representative 
shall be allowed to ~bserve the balloting unless both parties agree to 
waive their right. The Board and the Association shall each appoint one 
representative to count the ballots and report the election results. 
ARTICLE II 
DEFINITIONS 
The following terms shall be defined when used in this 
Agreement: 
i 
2.1 BOARD 
The Board of Trustees o f  Potlatch School District No. 285, in the County 
of  Latah, and the State of  Idaho. 
2.2 ASSOCIATION 
The Potlatch   ducat ion Association. 
2.3 DISTRICT 
Potlatch School District No. 285 in the County of  Latah, and the State of"' 
Idaho. 
2.4 DIRECTOR 
District-wide administrative personnel other than the Superintendent and 
Principals. 
Normal workday, excluding weekends and holidays. 
2.6 PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEE 
An individual holding a professional certificate or license issued by the 
State of ldaho Department of  Education. 
2.7 SCHOOL DAY 
< 
Required daily arrival and departure times for all certificated person 
ARTICLE Ill 
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE 
3.1 Good Faith Neaotiation 
The parties agree that their duly designated representatives shall meet 
and negotiate in good faith with respect to items specified in ARTICLE 
seven (7) of  the Negotiation Agreement, with the intent to reach 
agreement, with such agreement to  be reduced to writing. Each party 
shall select its own representatives. 
3.2 Commencement o f  Neqotiations/Chanqes in Aqreement 
The Board and/or Association may submit a written notice of the desire 
to negotiate to the other party not later than March 1 .  
3.3 Neqotiation Sessions 
Negotiations sessions shall be closed unless otherwise agreed and shall 
take place at a mutually agreeable time and location. Caucuses, recesses 
or adjournment of  negotiating sessions may be called by either party. 
3.4 Information 
During such negotiation, the Board and the Association will present 
relevant data, exchange points of  view and make proposals and 
counterproposals. The Board and the Association agree to supply, upon 
request of  the other party, any public information relevant to the items 
subject of  the negotiations. 
3.5 Tentative Agreement 
Tentative Agreements reached shall be reduced to writing and signed by 
the chief negotiator for each party at the session during which agreement 
is reached. 
3.6 Ratification o f  Aareement 
When agreement is reached on all items, the entire agreemeht shall then 
be made in writing and submitted for approval to the Board and the 
Association. Approval/disapproval shall be on the total package. When 
ratified by both parties, it shall be signed by the designated 
representative of each party. 
3.7 D i s ~ u t e  Resolution 
In the event the parties in negotiations are not able to come to  an 
agreement upon items submitted for negotiations under a negotiations 
agreement between the parties, one or more mediators may be 
appointed. The issue or issues in dispute shall be submitted to 
mediation at the request of either party in an effort to induce the 
represetitatives of the board and the local education organization to 
resolve the conflict. The procedures for appointment of  and 
compensation for the mediators shall be determined as set forth in 
ARTICLE four (4). 
3.8 Extension of Neqotiation Period 
The Negotiation Period shall end May 31.  Upon expiration of  the 
Negotiation Period, the Negotiation Period may be extended by 
agreement of both parties or mediation as in Article IV will begin upon 
request of  either party. 
ARTICLE IV 
MEDIATION 
If the negotiation period has expired, the issues in dispute shall be 
submitted to mediation upon the request of either party for the purpose 
of assisting the Board and Association to arrive at a voluntary agreement. 
4.2 Selection of Mediator 
Within three (3) days after a request for mediation is  received, the District 
and the Association shall submit a joint request for a mediator to the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. 
4.3 Guidelines for Conductinq Mediation 
a. The format, dates and times of meetings shall be arranged by the 
mediator. 
b. The mediator may meet with the Board team and the Association 
team, either separately or together. 
c. To the extent that tentative agreements are reached as a result o f  
such mediation, the procedure provided in Article three (3) shall 
apply. I f  mediation fails in whole or in part, the mediator shall 
report in writing the issues which remain in dispute to the 
respective parties on or before the expiration of the mediation 
period. 
4.4 Cost o f  Mediation 
The costs of the mediator, if any, and actual necessary travel and related 
expenses, shall be borne equally by the parties. 
4.5 Mediation Period 
The mediation period shall commence on the day the mediator is 
appointed or chosen and shall not last longer than twenty (20) days. 
ARTICLE V 
FACT FINDING 
If mediation described in ARTICLE four (4) has failed to bring about 
agreement on all issues, either the Board or the Association may request 
that the issues which remain in dispute be submitted to a fact finder 
under the auspices of FMCS. FMCS shall, within five (5) days of receipt of  
such request, submit to the parties a list o f  five (5) qualified disinterested 
persons. Each party shall alternately strike two (2) names from the l ist .  
The order of  striking shall be determined by lot and shall be 
accomplished within five (5) days of  receipt of the list. The remaining 
individual shall be designated as fact-finder. 
5.2 Fact Findinq Procedure 
The Fact finder will have the authority to hold hearings and make 
procedural rules not inconsistent with this Agreement or statutory 
guidelines contained in Section 33-1 275, Idaho Code as amended from 
time t o  time. Both teams shall make available to the fact finder, all 
records and information in their possession which pertain to the matters 
in issue. 
5.3 Report 
Not later than thirty (30) days after the appointment of  the fact finder, the 
fact finder shall submit a report, in writing, to the Board and the 
Association, only, and shall set forth in the report findings o f  fact, 
reasoning, and recommendations concerning the issues submitted. 
5.4 Review 
Within fifteen (1 5) days after receiving the report of the fact finder, the 
Board or i t s  representative and the Association will meet to review the 
recommendations. No public releas e made until after such 
5.5 Advisory Nature 
The report, with recommendations from the fact finder shall be advisory 
in nature and shall not be binding on the Board and/or the Association. 
5.6 Costs and Expenses 
The costs and expenses of fact finder shall be shared equally by the 
Board and the with each party to bear its own costs. 
5.7 Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Nothing in this agreement shall prohibit the parties from voluntarily 
agreeing in writing to pursue alternative dispute resolution processes not 
otherwise provided for herein. 
ARTICLE VI 
NEGOTIATING TEAM 
6.1 Team Members 
Each negotiation team shall consist of at least one (1) chief negotiator, 
one (1) team member and one (1)  alternate with a maximum of five 
members. 
6.2 Chief Neqotiator 
The chief negotiator for each negotiating team shall act as spokesperson 
for that team but may invite comments from other members o f  that team 
relative to the proposal under discussion. All communications regarding 
negotiations shall occur between the chief negotiators. 
6.3 Quorum 
The presence o f  two members of each team are necessary for a quorum 
at a negotiation session. 
ARTICLE VII 
NEGOTIABLE MATTERS 
7.1 Neaotiable Matters 
The Board and the Association agree to negotiate on the following items: 
1. District step salary schedule 
2. Benefits as defined in Article XIV 
3. Leaves 
4. Grievance 
5. Reduction in Force 
6. Public Complaints 
7. School Year/School Day 
8. Evaluation 
7.2 Additional Neqotiable Matters 
The Board and the Association agree that the Association may place one 
additional item per Negotiation Period on the table for consideration as 
an addition or deletion to the l i s t  o f  items to be negotiated. The parties 
also agree that the Board may place one item per Negotiation Period on 
the table for consideration as an addition or deletion from the l i s t  of 
items to be negotiated. 
ARTICLE Vlll 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
1 .  A grievance shall be defined as a written allegation of a violation, 
misinterpretation or misapplication of the terms of this Agreement. 
2 .  All time limits shall consist of school days, except that when a 
grievance is  submitted less than ten (1 0) days before the close of 
the current school term, time limits shall consist of all weekdays in 
order that the matter may be resolved before the close of the 
school term or as soon thereafter as possible. School days for the 
purposes of the grievance procedure shall mean teacher 
employment days. 
3. Grievances shall not be denied based upon the degree of 
completeness of the grievance form. (Appendix B) 
8.2 Rights to Representation 
At least one (1 )  Association representative shall be present at any 
meeting, hearing, appeal, or other proceeding relating to a grievance 
which has been formally presented. Nothing contained herein shall be 
construed as limiting the right o f  any employee having a grievance to 
discuss the matter informally with the supervisor and having the 
grievance adjusted without intervention of the Association, provided the 
Association has been notified and the adjustment is  not inconsistent with 
the terms of this agreement. 
8.3 Procedure 
The parties acknowledge that it i s  usually most desirable for an employee 
and the immediately involved supervisor to resolve problems through 
free and informal communications. When requested by the employee, the 
building representative may accom to assist in the 
formal resolution of  the grievance. informal processes 
fail to satisfy the teacher or the Association, a grievance may be 
processed as follows: 
1. .  The employee or the Association may present the grievance in 
writing (using Appendix B) within fifteen (1 5) calendar daysdf the 
incident giving rise to the grievan.ce to the supervisor immediately 
' involved who will arrange for a meeting to take place within four (4j 
days after receipt of the grievance. The ,. Association's 
representative, the aggrieved employee, and the immediately 
involved supervisor shall be present for the meeting. The 
supervisor shall provide a written answer to  the grievance to  the 
aggrieved employee and the Association within two (2) days after 
the meeting. This answer shall include the reasons for the 
-decision. 
2. If the grievance is not resolved at Step No. 1, then the Association 
shall refer the grievance to the superintendent or the 
superintendent's official designee within six (6) days after the 
receipt of the Step No. 1 answer. The superintendent shall arrange 
for a meeting with the grievant and his/her representatives to take 
place within four (4) days of his/her receipt of the appeal. The 
superintendent shall provide a written answer to the grievance to 
the aggrieved employee and the Association within two (2) days 
after the meeting. This answer shall include the reasons for the 
decision. 
3. If the grievance is  not resolved at Step No. 2, then the Association 
shall refer the grievance to the Board of  Trustees within six (6) ditys 
after the receipt of the Step No. 2 answer. The Chairman of the 
Board of  Trustees shall arrange for a meeting with the grievant and 
his/her representatives to take place within four (4) days of  his/her 
receipt of  the appeal. The Chairman of the Board of  Trustees shall 
provide a written answer to the grievance to the aggrieved 
employee and the Association within two (2) days after the 
meeting. This answer shall include the reasons for the decision. 
8.4 Procedure Ev-Pass 
Grievances involving the Superintendent, or grievances involving 
decisions made by the Board, may be initially filed by the Association at 
Step No. 2. 
8.5 Risht to Rewesentation bv Grievant 
The Board acknowledges the right of  the Association's grievance 
representative to participate in the processing of a grievance at any o f  the 
three Steps described above, and no employee shall be required to 
discuss any grievance if the Association's representative is  not present. 
8.6 Riaht to  Representation bv Association 
When an employee is not represented by the Association, the Association 
shall have the right to have its representative present at any stage of the 
grievance procedure only when the grievance specifically addresses an 
issue regarding this Master agreement. Non-members may not be 
refused the right to Association representation if they so request. 
8.7 Grievance lnvestiaation 
The Board and the administration shall cooperate with the Association .in 
i t s  investigation of  any grievance within the limits established by Idaho 
law. 
8.8 Non-Reprisal Clause 
No reprisals of  any kind shall be taken by the Board or the administration 
against any employee because of the employee's participation in this 
grievance procedure. 
8.9 Released Time for ~r ievance Administration 
Should the investigation or processing of any grievance require that an 
employee or an Association representative be released from his/her 
regular assignment, said employee and/or representative shall be 
released without loss of  pay or benefits. 
8.1 0 Grievance Files 
All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing 
o f  a grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the 
participants. 
8.1 1 Withdrawal of Grievances 
A grievance may be withdrawn at any level without establishing 
ARTICLE IX 
REDUCTION IN FORCE 
The Board has the exclusive authority to determine the appropriate 
number o f  employees. When the Board determines that it i s  in the best 
interest of  the District to reduce the number of contracted certificated 
employees, a reduction in force may occur for any one of the following 
reasons: financial emergency, decrease in enrollment, changes in 
curriculum, reorganization, consolidation, or other reason as determined 
by the Board. Alternatives for personnel and/or program reductions will 
be carefully considered before final decisions are made. 
Generally, the reduction in certificated employees, other than 
administrators, will be done through normal attrition if possible. If 
normal attrition does not meet the necessary reduction in force required, 
the Board may terminate certificated employees using the following 
guidelines. 
9.2 General Guidelines for Certificated Staff Reductions 
1. The criteria for the release of staff shall have an objective base. 
2. The release of staff members shall not reflect negatively upon the 
job performance, ethics or integrity of  the individuals involved. 
9.3 Specific Criteria for Staff Reduction and Retention (in order of  
consideration) 
1. State certifica icensure. 
2. Seniority within the district: 
A. Seniority will be determined by continuous service in Potlatch 
School District from the first contract day of the school term 
in which the certificated employee was hired. Certificated 
employees hired during the course o f  an ongoing school 
term shall have their seniority determined from the first day 
of job employment. Personnel on approved leave shall be 
considered as having remained on continuous service. 
However, the time period in which the individual was on 
leave shall not be counted in the years of total service. 
Those employees hired on a less than full-time basis will 
have seniority computed proportionately to the term of their 
contract; e.g. one half-time contract equals one half year of 
service. Seniority shall be determined by data obtained from 
the official records of  certificated staff members on f i le  in the 
District as o f  the date that the Board implements the 
reduction in  force. 
3. Individual qualifications and experience: 
A. . Qualifications 
1. Certification (subject area) 
2. Present Staff Assignment 
3. Teaching major(s) 
4. Teaching minor($ 
B. Experience and Educational Training 
1. All experience in Idaho recognized by the Potlatch 
School District for the purpose of individual placement 
on the salary schedule. 
2 .  Educational training placement on the salary schedule 
as substantiated by credits recorded and approved as 
of October 1 for the current contract year (applicable 
where experience is equal). 
9.4 Challenqe of Senioritv Determination 
Any employee wishing to challenge the district's determination of 
seniority using the criteria set forth above, must file a written challenge . 
within ten (1 0) days of  notification of  seniority. The Superintendent or 
his/her designee shall review the written objection and the criteria used 
in making the initial determination. I f  it is determined that seniority has 
been appropriately calculated, the determination is final. If it i s  
determined that an error was made, any other employee adversely 
affected shall be notified immediately. 
9.5 lndeterminate Leave for Terminated Emplovees 
All certificated staff terminated as a result of  the District's need to reduce 
staff shall be placed, at the employee's request, on indeterminate leave 
status for a period of  one (1) contract year. All certificated staff receiving 
indeterminate leave status, during that contract year, shall: 
1. if rehired by the District at any time during said contract year, be 
treated exactly the same in terms of salary and other benefits as 
those certificated staff members who were not terminated due to 
the District's need to  reduce staff. 
2. Be removed from indeterminate leave status if offered employment 
as a certificated staff member of the Potlatch School District during 
said contract year. 
3. Be removed from indeterminate leave status upon acceptance of 
employment as a continuing contract certificated staff member in 
any other school district during said contract year. 
4. Be removed from indeterminate leave status at the end of one (1) 
contract year in any event. 
9.6 Additionally, the District Aqrees to the Followinq: 
2 5 
1. No certificated personnel will be hired by the District from outside 
the pool created by terminations, unless all persons from the pool 
determined by the District Administration to  be qualified for the 
position have refused the position. 
2 .  Substitute teachers will come from this pool of teachers except 
when no qualified person from the pool is available. 
ARTICLEX 
LEAVES 
10.1 Sick Leave 
Certificated personnel shall be granted leave o f  absence for personal 
illness or injury with full pay at a rate o f  one (1) day per month of school 
year per full-time equivalency, but not less than eleven (1 1) days per year 
for the entire school year with unlimited accumulation of days. Sick 
leave, up to a maximum of ninety (90) days, accumulated in other Idaho 
school districts shall be transferred into this district. 
10.2 Sick Leave Bank 
1. One (1) day of each teacher's (administrator's) eleven (1 1) days of 
sick leave shall be credited to the Sick Leave Bank during the first 
year of employment. This leaves ten (1 0) rather than eleven (1 1) 
days of sick leave to  be credited to  the employee's account for the 
first year of employment. After the first contribution by an 
employee, subsequent contributions shall be made if the Bank falls 
below 300 days. The amount per teacher shall be determined by 
the Sick Leave Bank Committee. 
2 .  Applications for sick leave shall be considered only in the event 
that all other sick leave is  exhausted. 
3. Applications for sick leave from the Sick Leave Bank shall be 
considered by a committee of five as follows: two (2) teachers (one 
elementary, one secondary), one (1) board member, the District 
superintendent or administrative designee and the School Nurse. 
4. Percentage of the Sick Leave Bank to be used by any one person 
shall be lef t  to the discretion of the committee named in No. 3 
above. 
10.3 Family Illness/Funeral Leave 
1 .  Immediate Familv Illness 
on proper notification to the building administrator, certificated 
personnel shall be granted leave of absence at full pay for serious 
illness in their immediate family (spouse, children, brother, sister, 
mother and father) not to exceed three (3) days per year. This 
leave is non-cumulative. Upon exhaustion of  family leave, 
certificated personnel may utilize their available sick leave if 
needed. 
2. Funerals 
Upon proper notification to the building administrator, certificated 
personnel shall be granted leave of absence at full pay to attend 
funerals, not to exceed three (3) days per year. This leave is non- 
cumulative. 
10.4 Personal Leave 
Upon approval of  the building administrator, certificated personnel shall 
be granted leave of absence at full pay for business that cannot be 
conducted when school is not in sesston. .This allowance shall not 
exceed four (4) days per year. Each certificated employee may carry to 
the next school year, up to one (1) personal leave day. Aggregate total 
for any one year is not to exceed five (5). The p a ~ t y  requesting the leave 
must provide 24 hours notice to the buiidi'ng principal. Employees who 
extend personal leave.beyond their aggregate total o f  days will have 
111 90th of their contract pay deducted from their salary. 
10.5 Professional Leave 
Attendance at educational meetings or visiting other scha6ls is ji$'iim@id 
at full pay if such 2&&Ts approved by th.e Principal. jf any certificated 
_--------- -I/-- -._- 
pqysonnel wishes to be absent from duty for a brief period to. attend a 
profes3idna'l meetirlg, to visit scho~ls, or otherwise pursue profes$i@nal 
develogment, a written request for appravalof such absence should be 
signed by the Principal and filed in the superintendent's office at lgast 
. .. 
two (2) days prior to the first day of anticipa$ absence. ~rdfessional 
leave is not to exceed two (2 )  days per year and is non-cumulative. The 
Principal may make exceptions on the number of days allowed when 
necessary. 
10.6 Jurv DutvIMilitarv Service Leave 
1. Jurv Duty 
Teacherr in the Potlatch School District shall be excused for jury 
duty. While on jury duty, an employee is  to receive full pay from 
the school district minus the amount they receive for services they 
render on jury duty. Employees shall keep reimbursement for 
mileage. 
2. Militarv Service 
A. Employees who are members of  the Armed Forces Reserve or 
the National Guard(s) shall be granted military leaves of 
absence i f  called into service. While on leave, the employee 
shall retain all benefits, seniority and incremental 
advancement as though employment had been continuous in 
the district. Upon return from leave, the employee shall be 
placed in the position last held or a similar position in the 
district. 
B. Any bargaining unit member who is a member of  a branch of 
the Armed Forces Reserve or the National Guard(s) shall be 
paid the difference between his/her ReserveIGuard pay and 
the regular pay he/she would receive from the employer 
during any period when the affected bargaining unit member 
engages in training in the Reserves or National Guard(s). 
10.7 Association Leave 
Should the Association send representatives to local, state or national 
conferences or on other business pertinent to Association affairs, these 
representatives designated by the Association shall be excused without 
loss o f  salary for up to three (3) days with an aggregate total of  sixteen 
(1 6) days of Association leave per year with all substitute costs to be 
provided by the Association. A written notice for leave shall have been 
submitted to the Principal at least two (2) days prior to the date of the 
requested leave. Employees who wish to extend Association leave may 
use person tated in Section 10.4 above. 
ARTICLE XI 
PUBLIC COMPLAINT 
1. The Potlatch Board of Trustees places trust in i t s  employees and will 
protect them as much as possible from unnecessary or unwarranted 
criticism. Complaints will be investigated fully and fairly, and the 
employee's rights to due process will be protected at all times. 
Constructive criticism is welcome when it i s  motivated bk a sincere 
desire to improve the quality o f  the education program. 
2. Complaints and grievances shall be handled and resolved, whenever, 
possible, as close to their origin as possible. Before complainants 
exercise their right to petition the Board for redress o f  a grievance, 
the complaints shall be referred back through the proper 
administrative channels for solution before investigation or action by 
the Board. Exceptions are complaints that concern Board actions or 
Board operations only. 
3. The Board shall advise the public that the proper channeling o f  
complaints involving instruction, discipline or learning materials is as 
follows: 
A. Principal -who will schedule a teacherlparent conference, if 
requested. 
5. Principal and Teacher 
C. Superintendent 
D. School Board 
4. Any complaint about school personnel will be investigated by the 
administration before consideration and action by the Board. 
5. Whenever a complaint is made directly to the Board as a whole or to a 
Board member, as an individual, it shall be referred to  the school 
administration for study and possible solutions. The individual 
employee involved shall be advised of the nature o f  the complaint and 
shall be given every opportunity for explanation, comment and 
presentation o f  the facts as he or she sees them. 
I f  it appears necessary, the administration, the person who made the 
complaint or the employee involved may request an executive session 
o f  the Board for a complete review and/or a decision by the Board. 
Prior to any decision by the Board, the persop making the complaint 
shall submit in writing and sign the specific complaint, the facts which 
support the complaint and a request for consideration on the next 
regular meeting agenda. Such request must be submitted at least 
four (4) days prior to the Board meeting. 
Generally, all parties involved, including the school administration, 
shall be asked to attend such a meeting for purposes of presenting 
additional facts, malting further explanation and clarifying the issues. 
Hearsay and rumor shall be discounted as well as emotional feelings 
except those directly related to the facts of the situation. The Board 
shall render a decision in writing to all parties involved within fifteen 
(1 5) days after the meeting. 
The Board shall conduct such meetings in as fair and just a manner as 
possible. The Board may request a disinterested third party to act as 
moderator to  help it reach a mutually satisfactory solution. 
ARTICLE XI1 
EVALUATION 
1 2.1 Notification - Assiclned Employees 
Within two (2) weeks after the beginning of each school term, the 
building principal or appropriate supervisor shall acquaint each employee 
under his/her supervision with the evaluation procedures, standards, and 
instruments and advise each employee as to the designated supervisor 
who will observe and evaluate his/her performance. The purpose of the 
orientation is to achieve mutual understanding of the evaluation system. 
A new employee or an employee reassigned after the beginning of the 
school term shall be notified by the appropriate supervisor o f  the 
evaluation procedures in effect. Such notification shall be within two (2) 
weeks after the first day in the new assignment. 
12.2 Evaluation and Purpose 
All evaluations of an employee shall be conducted with the full knowledge 
of the employee, and toward the improvement of professional 
performance as a means of assuring the most competent educational 
techniques. The use of closed circuit television, public address or audio 
systems, and similar devices are strictly prohibited. 
12.3 Required Evaluations - Catecrorv 1 .  2 and 3 Employees 
A Category 1 ,  2 or 3 contract employees shall be formally evaluated at 
least three (3) times during each of the first three years o f  employment 
provided that one such evaluation will take place prior to January 1. 
There shall be at least a fifteen (1 5) workday period between each 
evaluation unless otherwise requested by the employee. 
12.4 Required Evaluations - Continuincl Contract Employees 
A continuing contract employee shall be formally evaluated once per year. 
1 2.5 Formal Evaluation Procedure 
The building principal or appropriate qualified supervisor shall evaluate 
each employee formally in writing. All formal evaluations shall be pre- 
announced and shall not interfere normal teaching process. 
1 .  Pre-Evaluation Conference: A pre-evaluation conference must be 
held between the appropriate supervisor and the employee prior to 
the first evaluation so that the evaluator may be apprised of the 
objectives, methods, and materials planned for the formal 
evaluation. Form A should be used by the evaluator. 
2. Length: Each formal written evaluation shall be preceded by at least 
one (1) classroom evaluation of at least thirty (30) consecutive 
minutes. 
3. Conference and COW: A copy of each formal written evaluation 
shall be given to the employee and a conference shall be held 
between the employee and the building principal or immediate 
supervisor within five (5) school days following the classroom 
evaluation. A copy signed by both parties shall be given to the 
employee. The employee's signature does not necessarily mean 
agreement with the evaluation, but rather awareness o f  the 
content. 
4. Resoonses: If the employee feels the formal written evaluation is 
incomplete, inaccurate, or unjust, the employee may put objections 
in writing, within 10 school days, and have them attached to the 
evaluation report to be placed in his/her personnel fi le. The file 
copy of such objections shall be signed by both parties to indicate 
awareness of the content. 
12.6 Remediation 
The building principal or appropriate qualified supervisor shall provide 
the employee with definite, positive assistance to improve the quality of  
teaching and to eliminate difficulties noted in any evaluation. Such 
assistance shall be noted in writing, and an initialed copy retained by the 
appropriate supervisor, and the employee. Following remediation, re 
evaluation shall be accorded the employee in accordance with the 
procedures of  this article. Subsequent evaluation reports which fail to 
note the specific deficiency shall be .interpreted to mean adequate 
improvement has taken place. 
Any employee who disagrees with the evaluation report may appeal, 
within 1 5  school days, the accuracy and fairness of the report and 
accompanying recommendations to the procedures in the Grievance 
Procedure, commencing at Level Two. 
ARTICLE Xlll 
SCHOOL YEAR/SCHOOL DAY 
13.1 School Year 
1 .  The school year for certificated employees shall be 190 days with 
pay, including 180 contact days and five (5) full inservicelwork 
days and five (5) paid holidays. 
2. Certificated personnel employed for a period longer than the 
regular school year (1 90 days) shall be paid 111 90th of their 
regular salary for each additional day worked. 
13.2 School Day 
The school day for certificated employees shall be eight (8) hours. 
Certificated personnel will choose between a 7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. or 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. school day and notify building administrator of 
chosen schedule. The board and administration will allow flex-time to 
our professionals in exchange for required work time spent outside their 
regular scheduled school day. To address this issue, on curriculum days, 
days before holidays and on the last working day of the week, staff will 
be allowed to leave as soon as buses have departed. Each professional 
shall maintain a professional schedule. 
ARTICLE XIV 
BENEFITS 
14.1 Medical lnsurance 
1 .  I t  is agreed that the district will pay the premium cost for the group 
medical insurance plan at the single PPO insurance rate for each 
participating full time certificated employee. Any employee may select 
a family coverage and the cost of such coverage shall be deducted 
from his/her paycheck. For the less than full time employees with a 
one-half FTE or greater contract, the district will pay a pro-rata 
allotment o f  the premium cost; the additional cost o f  the premium will 
be deducted from the employee's paycheck. Every employee shall be 
deemed to have taken at least single coverage. 
2. Carriers and plans for the group insurance shall be mutually 
determined by the district and the Association. 
3 .  The same coverage shall be available for continued participation by 
the retirees in the group insurance programs at the same group rates. 
4. All insurance coverage under this Article shall remain in full force and 
effect during the life o f  this Agreement and until a successor 
Agreement has been ratified. When necessary, premiums on behalf o f  
the employee shall be made retroactively or prospectively to assure 
uninterrupted participation and coverage. 
14.2 Life lnsurance 
The District shall provide each employee $40,000 life insurance at no 
cost to  the employee. 
The District and the Association shall jointly determine the carrier and 
plan. 
14.3 Annuities 
1 .  Premiums for payment of annuities may be deducted from the 
salaries of certificated personnel, provided that, written a 
for such deductions shall be on file with the clerk. 
2. Deductions will be allowed to begin on September 1 and January 1 
each year only. 
14.4 Dues Deduction Authorized 
The Board of  Trustees agrees to deduct from the salaries of all employees 
of the appropriate unit such monies for membership in the United 
Education Profession (National Education Association, Idaho Education 
Association, and the local Education Association) as said persons 
individually authorize the Board to deduct. 
ARTICLE XV 
SALARY 
1 5.1 Salary Schedule 
1. The Board and the Association shall establish a salary schedule for 
the several professional positions in the school district that will: 
A. Attrap to this school district the best candidates available. 
B. Give stability to the professional staff. 
C. Stimulate professional growth while in service. 
2. Teachers who work part time for this school district or a fractional 
portion of the normal 190 full-day contract shall be given a 
corresponding fractional proportion of the yearly increment. 
3. When a teacher assumes a full 190-day contract position, all 
fractional years of  service for this school district shall be added, 
and the sum shall reflect increment placement on the salary 
schedule. All remainders shall be treated as a full-year increment. 
For example: A teacher who teaches half-time for three (3) years 
would be credited with two (2) years upon accepting a full-time 
job. 
4. Definition of  Credit: The salary schedule shall be a semester unit 
schedule. Conversion of quarter credits to semester units shall be 
on a 213 computation. 
5. Definition of Unacceptable Course Work: Courses which have been 
(a) taken for audit; (b) repeated courses; (c) taken at non- 
accredited institutions; and (d) failed or listed as incomplete are not 
acceptable for advancement. 
6. Verification of Earned Credits: Official transcripts from the 
granting university or college are the only acceptable verification o f  
earned credits. Transcripts must be received by the administration 
not later than October 1 for advancement unless otherwise 
, permitted by the administration. 
7. Advancement on the Salarv Schedule bv New Emwlovees: Only 
those credits earned after the date of teacher certification or award 
of a Bachelor Degree in Education will be acceptable for salary 
advancement. 
8. The salary schedule shall be in effect as se t  forth in Appendix A. 
ARTICLE XVI 
GENERAL TERMS 
If any provision of this Agreement or any application of this Agreement to 
any employee or group of employees i s  held to be contrary to law, then 
such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, 
except to the extent permitt$d by law, but all other provisions or 
applications shall continue in full force and effect. If such provisions 
exist which are contrary to law, at the request of either party, 
negotiations shall immediately commence and agreement shall be 
reached in order to alter said section(s) according to the intent of the 
parties. 
16.2 Duration 
- 
I he provisions of this Agreement will be effective as of September 1, 
2006 and will continue and remain in full force and effect until August 
3 1 ,  2008. 
16.3 Re-Opener 
Said Agreement will automatically be renewed and continue in full force 
and effect for additional periods of one year unless either party gives 
written notice of i t s  desires to reopen this Agreement and to  negotiate 
over the terms of a successor Agreement. Unaffected articles shall be 
extended without further negotiations. 
16.4 Chanaes in Aareement 
During its term this Agreement may be altered, changed, added to, 
deleted from or modified only through the voluntary, mutual consent of 
the parties in written and signed ame nt to this Agreement. 
16.5 Automatic Extension 
If at the time this Agreement would otherwise terminate, the parties are 
+ negotiating for a new agreement, the terms and conditions hereof shall 
continue if effect until ratification by both parties of the successor 
agreement. Any new agreement shall be made retroactive to the date the 
Agreement would otherwise have terminated unless mutually agreed 
otherwise by both parties. 
16.6 Individual Contract Com~liance 
Any individual contract between the Board of Trustees and an individual 
employee shall be subject to and consistent with the ter 
conditions of this Agreement. 
16.7 Governins Law 
This Agreement shall be governed and construed according to the 
Constitution and laws of the State of ldaho. 
Nothing contained herein is intended to, or shall conflict with, or 
abrogate the powers or duties and responsibilities vested in the 
legislature, State Board of  Education, and the Board of  Trustees of School 
Districts by the law of the State of  ldaho. Each School District Board of 
Trustees is entitled, without negotiation or reference to any negotiated 
agreement, to take action that may be necessary to carry out its 
responsibilities due to situations of emergency or acts of  Cod. Nothing 
contained herein shall diminish the right of the Board of  Trustees of the 
District to promulgate rules and regulations for the governance of the 
District as provided by law. 
16.9 Asreement 
This Agreement is signed this day of November,-, and shall be 
binding upon the parties. 
IN WITNESS THEREOF: 
For the Association 
Trustees 
For the Board of 
President Chairperson 
APPENDIX A 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285 
POTLATCH, IDAHO 
MA MA+ 16 PhD, MA + 32 
EXP. BA or BS BA+16 BA -1- 32 BA + 48 BA + 64 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1.00000 25,723 
1.03500 26,623 
1.071 23 27,555 
1.10872 28,520 
1.14752 29.51 8 
1.18769 30,551 
1.22926 31,620 
1.27384 32,767 
1.31 680 33,872 
10 
11 
1.04500 26,881 
1.081 58 27,821 
1.1 1943 28,795 
1.15861 29,803 
1.19916 30,846 
1.241 13 31,926 
1.28457 33,043 
1.32953 34,200 
1.37608 35,397 
1.09203 28,090 
1.13025 29,073 
1,16980 30,091 
1.21075 31,144 
1.25312 32,234 
1.29698 33,362 
1.34238 34,530 
1.38936 35,739 
1.43799 36,989 
1.47405 37,917 
1.52564 39,244 
1.141 1 7  29,354 
1.181 11 30,382 
1.22245 31,445 
1.26523 32,546 
1.30951 33,685 
1.35535 34,864 
1.40278 36,084 
1.451 88 37,347 
1.50207 38,654 
1.48832 38,284 
1.54041 39,624 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1.19252 30,67! 
1.23426 31,745 
1.27746 32,86C 
1.3221 7 34,OlC 
1.36844 35,20C 
1.41634 36,433 
1.46591 37,708 
1.51722 39,027 
1.57032 40,393 
1.55529 40,007 
1.60973 41,407 
1.59432 41,011 
1.6501 2 42,446 
1.69965 43,720 
1.7591 3 45,250 
1.62528 41,807 
1.6821 7 43,270 
1.66607 42,856 
1.72438 44,356 
1.78473 45,909 
1.8471 8 47,51 5 
1.741 0 4  44,785 
1.80198 46,352 
1.86505 47,975 
1.93032 49,654 
16 
1 7  
1 8  , 
1.99788 51,391 
2.06781 53,190 
2.14018 55,052 
APPENDIX B 
GRIEVANCE REPORT FORM 
Aggrieved Person Date Filed 
School Subject Area or,Grande 
1. Date Grievance Occurred 
2. Statement o f  Grievance: 
What provision was violated? 
Who violated it? 
How was it violated? 

r-. . . . .. . . c-, 
LA $\, > 
,+ ei 
APPENDIX C 
Observation Form A 
Pre Conference Date 
t 
Dear 
I wil l  be conducting a classroom evaluation on (date) 
at (time) . Please provide me an idea of  what your lesson plan 
wi l l  be for my evaluation. 
1. Subject area o f  the observation: 
2. Instructional Mode: (Groups/Class) 
3. Lesson Objectives: 
M E M O R A N D U M  O F  U N D E R S T A N D I N G  
The Potlatch Education Association and Potlatch trict 285 do hereby 
agree to the following for the 2006-2007 school 
1 .  A one time lump sum amount will be granted to those emplvyees who 
have been continuously employed in the Potlatch School District for more 
than five consecutive years; and whose salary has been frozen due to the 
reorganized salary schedule (See Appendix A); the amount to be paid is  
$500.00 for full-time qualifying certified employees and $250.00 for 
half-time qualifying certified employees. 
2. The lump sum amount paid pursuant to this MOU does not constitute an 
increase in the employee's salary. Therefore, the parties mutually agree 
that the provisions of Idaho Code 533-51 5 do not apply to payment of 
the one-time lump sum amount, and the individual employee has no 
right to claim that such amount should be paid in subsequent school 
years. 
3.  Certified employees whose salaries have increased due to the reorganized 
salary schedule (See Appendix A) will not be eligible for this one time 
amount. 
IN WITNESS, THEREOF: 
For the Potlatch Education Association: Date: 
For the Potlatch School District: 
,-.. 
i 
\?.. (,. =E3 .. 5
M E M O R A N D U M  O F  U N D E R S T A N D I N G  
he Potlatch   ducat ion Association and Potlatch School District 285 do hereby 
agree to the following for the 2007-2008 school year: 
1. A one time lump sum amount will be g~anted to those employees who 
have been continuously employed in the Potlatch School District for more 
than five consecutive years; and whose salary has been frozen due to the 
reorganized salary schedule (See Appendix A); the amount to be paid is 
$500.00 for full-time qualifying certified employees and $250.00 for 
half-time qualifying certified employees. 
2. The lump sum amount paid pursuant to  this MOU does not constitute an 
increase in the employee's salary. Therefore, the parties mutually agree 
that the provisions of Idaho Code 533-51 5 do not apply to payment of  
the one-time lump sum amount, and the individual employee has no 
right to claim that such amount should be paid in subsequent school 
years. 
3. Certified employees whose salaries have increased due to the reorganized 
salary schedule (See Appendix A) will not be eligible for this one time 
amount. 
IN WITNESS, THEREOF: 
For the Potlatch Education Association: Date: 
For the Potlatch School District: Date: 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
For the 2008-2009 contract, both parties agree to discuss Article XIV Benefits 
and work at reaching a tentative agreement with medical insurance prior to the 
expiration date of  this agreement. 
IN WITNESS, THEREOF: 
For the Potlatch Education Association: Date: 
For the Potlatch School District: Date: 
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XN TX-XE DISTRICT COURT OF THE: SECOND ,TUDICI.AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
POTLATCH EDUCATION 1 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS, ) 
) . Case No. CV2007-115 1 
1 Plaij>.ti.ff, 
1 PLAIINTU"FS1 M E M O R N U M  
v. 1 li'? REPLY TO DEFENDANTS" 
1 RESPONSB TO PJ-AINTIFFS' 
POTLATCH SCHOOL D1STRI:CT NO, 1 MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 1 JUDGMENT 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
285, ) 
) 
Defendanis. 1 
) 
I. INTPODUCTION 
Plaintiffs Potlatch Education Associatick ("PEA") and Doug Richards demonstrated in 
their opening papers that, became Ricltafds' dafense of his final project for his Master's Degree 
in Education at fl1e ~ n i v c r i i t ~  of Idaho -- Coeur d'Alene campus, constituted prvfcssiorral 
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developmetlt activities under the Professional Leave provisi.ons of the PEA-School Board Master 
Contract, Defendants Potlatch School District No. 285 and Board of T ~ s t c e s ,  potlatch School 
Distxict No. 285's (collectively "School District") denial of his request to use professiouid eave 
for thatpurpose . . breached the Master Contract Richards' individual. contract of anployment. 
Tn response, and try as it might, the School District has not meaningfiilly challenged the PEA and 
Richards' showing that Richards' defcnse of his final Master's project was a qualifying 
professional clevelopmelit activity under the Professional Leave provisior~. Moreover, t l~e School 
District's second argument, i.e., that the Scl~ooI District retained unfettered discretion to deny 
professional leave for even those activiljes that indisputably qualify as  professional leave, is 
ncither supportcd by ihe language of the Professional ];save provision nor a peasonable 
constmction of that language. And, the Scbool District's third and final argument, i.e., that there 
is a genuine issue of mate~fal fact concerning whether Richards had '3.naxed ouuf" on the 
professional leave days available to him prior to his seeking professional leave to defend his 
Master's final project, is unavailing -- both bccause the School, District faijed to raise this 
grounds during the grieva~~ce proceeding between the parties and because, under well-accepted 
definitions of leave and t11.e undisputed faacts conce~ning the nature of Richards' absences duxing 
the 2006-2007 school yeas, Richards had at lcast one ( I )  professional leave day available to him 
when hc requested profe$sional lcave to defend his final project. 
For a11 of thcsc reasons, the School District's relksal to grant Richards a professional 
leave day to e&ance his professiot~aal edacational standing is not only short-sighted, but also 
breaches t l ~ e  PEA-School Board Master Agreement and Richards' individual anploytlenL 
contract. This Corn? should so hold on the liability issues and also g a n t  thc PEA and Richards 
il~e declaratory and equitable relief requested by then] in thcir Complainl. 
~ .. . . ... . . . - - . . . 
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1;s. ARGUMENT 
A. Applying the Standard for Resolving Motions for Shnrnary Judgmetrt Wbere the 
Court Will Sit as Wle Trier of Fact, this Court ShouId Gxmt Summary Jadgment in 
the PEA aad Richnrds' Favor on All Liability X ntnp the pr.ofessiona~ 
Leave Provisfon o f  the Master Agreement. 
Ire Professionat Leave provision of the Master 
previously bcen quoted by both sides to this litigation and states as foIlows: 
Professlo$al. Leave 
Atte~~dance at educational m.eetings or visitin'g other schools is pcmlltted at full 
pay if such abscnce i s  approved by the Principal. If azy certificated personnel. 
wishes to be abscnt frolorn duty for abricf period to attcnd a professional meding, 
to visit schools, or otlzerwisc pursue professjonal devclopmcnt, a writtell request 
for appxoval of such absence shodd be signed by the Principal and filed in tlie 
Supcrintende~zt'~ office at ].east two (2) days prior to 111e first day of anticipated 
absence. ProFessio~~al. lcavs is not to cxceed two (2) d,iy9 per year and i,s non- 
cumulative, Thc Principal may make exccptiolxs on the number of days allowed 
when necessary. 
As discussed in the PEA and Richards' Opening Memorand~un, Idaho appcflate courts 
have held that where a court, sitting witl~out a jury, i s  askid to determine the meanis~g and cffcct 
of a contract, the court, as the trier of iact, is entitled to asrive at the   no st probable inierences 
based tkpon thc undisputed evidence properly beforc il -- includiug applying rules of construction 
and resolving ambiguities -- and grant summary judgment despite thc possibility of conflicting 
evidence. J X .  Simplot Co. v. Bosen, 144 Idaho 611, 615-616, 167 P.2d 748, 752-753 (2006); 
(Ct. App. 1994). 
By not opposiag the PEA and Richards' motion to strike klze Sohool District's jury 
dcmand, the School District has conceded (and properly so) that thc Co~ut will decidc this case 
without a jury. Applying the summary judgment standard applicable under tilcse circumstances, 
the Court should rule that tl2.e School District breached the PEA-School Board Master 
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Ag~eenleht and, in turn, breached Richards' employment contyact by rofusij~g to allow Riohards 
to take aprofessional leave day to de'end. his Master" final project. 
The School District's Arguments Notwithstandlog, t11e PEA and Richards are 
Entit1ed to ShmMaly , ~ u d ~ k e n t  0x1 their Entire Complaint. 
1. The School District's arguments notwithstapding, the PEA and Richards axe 
entitled to sltmmsry jtrdgmedt on their Fjrsl: ~ f a i m  for Relief l'or Breach of 
tbe Master Agreement. 
The School District does not and can~>.ot dispute the folloluing points of law and fact 
related to determining the meaning of tile tern "professiorlal development" in the ~rofe'essi&.al 
&eave provision .of the Master Agreement: 
1. In detemining tlte meaning and lcgal effcct of a. contnct, the Court's primary 
responsibility is to ascertain the intent of the contracting parties; 
2. In performing t l ~ e  foregoing task, the COLI~+ should first look to tI~e words of tlte 
document vinved as a whole. SpecificaIly, in determining t l ~ e  meaning of co i%&~r  te~ms, the 
following two princfptes of construction apply: 
a. Wl).em nothing in the context indicates otherwise, words used in one sense 
in one part of a colltraot are deemed to have bccn used in the same sense in anothcr part of tI3.e 
samc instrument; and 
b. Coruts can and will rely on dictionary definitions of contract tenns to 
determine their meaning; 
3.' 'Trofessio~~al devclopmenf' is a broad tenn and is nowhere defined oj: otherwise 
limited to specific development activities in the Master Agreement; 
4. In, coimon u.sage, the words "professional" has been dofined to mean "an 
occupation or vocation reqtliring training in the liberal arts or the scie~~ces and advanced study in 
a specialized Betd," and "develop" means "[t]o realize the potentialities of?' or '"t]o aid in tlie 
P T ~ A ~ T ~ S '  MEMORANDUM M REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE, BTC. - 4 
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growth of." 
5 .  The Master Agreement, j t ~  addition to using the term 'iprofessional develop~nent" 
in t17.e Professional Leave pro term "ptofessionai growtl~" in i ts  Salary provisions. 
Specificalty, the Sdary psov that the salary schedule appended to the Master 
Agreement "will . . . [s]t.frnulate professional growtl~ while in service" and the SaIa~y Sch.edule 
itself keys increases in colapensation for School DisMct professiol~al en~ployees to thek having . 
. . 
earned advanced degrees, including Master's degrees, and obtaining p o s ~ ~ a c h e l o r  degrcc 
acadmic credit; 
6. As a factual matter, the Soh001 District does not and cannot dispute tlsat Richards' 
defense of his final project for his Mastey's Degree aided in. his growth as an cduoator ttxoug11 
advanced training; 
7. In resolving any ambiguity in a 'contract, a court should also look to the pa7:ties' 
bargaining history and, in particular, "'CtJbe rule is clear, Chat a contract should be construed 
most strongly against the pariy preparing it or employing t l~e words co~tceming which doubt 
arises,' . . . 'and that wl1,ere tflorc is doubtful, language in thc contract, it: will be interpreted most 
strongly against Cbe party who provided that language;"' and 
8. As a factual matter, although the SchooI District maintains that: the Sct~ool District 
and the PEA were two sopl~isticated. parties who negotiated at ams' length and that both parties 
provided language that ult$,~nately appcxed in th.e Professional Leave clause, the School District 
does not and cai~not dispute that the "otl~,ewise pursue p;ofessi,onal development" language in 
the Professional k a v c  provisio~t was offered by the School District (and not tl1e PEA). 
(See Plaintiffs' Mcmorartdunz in Support of Motion for Summaxy Judgment at 8-9 and 
Potter Affidavit, 7 3, Ex. "A"). 
Based on the abovc-discussed undisputed law and facts, Richa1:ds' dei'cnse of the final 
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project for his Master's Degree in Education cfeafly constituted prwfe#sionaI developmmt uudel: 
the Professional Leave provisions of the Master Agreement. 171 response, tile Scl~ool. District 
posib several, wguments in hopes Wat the Court will not cmbrace ttsi 
4 
School District's aguments, however, is without metit, 
First, the School District argues that "the tern 'profe$sional development' is not 
connected witii educational advancement, but is connected with 'profefessional snectings' and 
'visit[ia.g] schools"' and that Mr. Richards, having used professional. leave to atteild a 
professional 1neeGng -- an in-service trair~jng session, regarding snusic at the U~tjversity of Idaho 
in October 2006 -- son~e.how understood tlte limitations concernirtg his and other teaclters' right 
to use professional leave. (Scc Response to Plaintiffis' Motion for Sununary Judgne~lt, Etc., at 
12-13). However, in nlaltillg this argument, the School DisWct ignores t l ~ e  plain lmguagc ofthc 
Professional Leave provision which, as quoted above, embraces "attend[ance at] a professional 
meeting, to visit scJiool~ or otherwise pursue professional development . . .." The provision does 
not say "professional developmrsnt invol.ves visiting schoo1.s or attmding professional meetings." 
If the School District had wished to obtain such a limitation -- or obtain a. provisjon which would 
exclude professional educational advancementfrom the broad coverage oftbe term ~pro:Fessional 
development" or which would require profcssional development activitfes to be related to a 
teacher's currcnt job responsibilities -- it should have negotiated those limitations with the PEA. 
The School District, however, did not do so and should not now ask t1i.i~ Cozu-t to graft ou such 
li~ujtations. 
Second, the Scl~ool Distxiot attempts to distinguish fhc parties' use of the term 
'"professional development" in the Professional Leave provision &om the tern. "professional 
growthl' in thc salary schedule, stating that "the context is so dissinliIar that they can't meau the 
same thing." (Response to Plait~tifES' Motiol~ for Summary Judpcnt ,  Etc. at 12). The Scltool 
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District, horveve~; is unable to explain why the parties sought to encourage Mr. Richards at~d 
other teachers to obtain additional educationd credits and degrees and tbcn w a r d  teacllers with 
addition~l cornpensa.tion on the Salary Sch.edule for Itaving done so, btrt did not intend to 
encourage ~ i c h i r d s  and otlmr teaclxers to pursue those same educational activities by using a 
modest number of professional leave days during the scltooi year to do so. b~ sum, tlle patties 
used the tcms "professional development" and "professional growth" in twb different provisions 
of thc Master Agreement, both terms relate to professional educational etlhance~ncnt, and thcrc is 
notl~ing in the Master Agreement that suggests otherwise. 
Third, and related to tho SchooI District's first contet~tion, 113; School Dish+i~t suggests 
that Richards' defensc of &i,s final project for his Masrefs thesis was "pe~sorzal oducatioi~al . . 
advancement." (Response to PIai~lliffs' Motion for Summary Judgnlent, Etc. at 13) (ern,phmis 
added). However, contrary to tb.e School District's bald assertion, Mr. Richards' dcfbnsi: of his 
final project was a '9rofessiorzal dcvclopment" activity. After all, Mr. Richards did not spend 
his the oil May 3, 2007 laawhg to Ely an airijlae or learning the f i e  points of wine tasting. 
(emphasis added). And, a s  discussed above, the Scl~ool District failed to negotiate a limit on 
pcmissible "professional development" actjvitics 1:h.at it would now have this Coui? wlite into 
the Master ~~rce rncn t . '  
In smn, the PEA and Richards have demonstrated that Richards' defense of his Master's 
final project constitutes professional development under the broad terms of  thc Professional 
Leave provision j.11 the Master hgreen~ent and the School District has not shown oll~erwise. This 
Court should so hold. 
' Thc School District wcll understands how to propcr1,y effect R cltange in tile Professional T,eavc language of the 
Master Agreement. In tbis regard, during negotiat.ioos ovcr tho Mastot Agreement for tlie 2508-2009 ncliool ycar, 
the School District has pt:oposed languago wl~icli wouJd limit: professional developmcnt activities to a professional 
educator's current area ofpraoticiand would define prefcfcssional dovclopment activities based on the provisio~~s o f  
the fedcral No Child Let? Rebind Act. (See Pofter AF., fi 13, Ex. K). 
.... ~ 
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2. The SchooX District's arguments not%~lthstanding, the School District did not 
have the discretion to deny Richards' use of a professional. leave day to 
defend his Master's final project if that actfvity qmalifled as professional: 
development under the Professional Leave provisions of the Master 
Agreement. t 
Relying on language in the Professional Leave provision which allows a building 
prif~cipal to approve professional leave and erroneously suggesting that the PEA aud Ricl~ai:ds' 
position is that School Di,strict teacbers arc cntitled to professional leave any time they request it,' 
*be School District argues that it had and ltas unfettered discretion.to deny.professiona1, leave 
even where tl7.e activities involved indispu~kbly constitute professional developtnenl. activj$i.es 
under the Professional Leave provisions of the Master Agmeme~lt.' TIie Scliool Distriot's 
contention, bowever, is without merit. 
As a threshold matter, the language in the Professional Leave provision relied npon by 
the Sohool District to givc it nnfettered discretion to deny professional leave does not, by its 
terms, apply to leave under the tliird, catch-all category of leavc, i.e., professional develop~nent. 
I:II this regard, Paragraph 20.5 provides that "[a]iten.dance at eduoational meetitrgs or visiting 
other schools is permitted at full pay if such absence is approved by t11.e principal." The 
provisioa says nothing about the principal exercising any discretion in approvizg or denying a 
teacher professional leave wl~ell the absence' is for professional devclopme~~t acti,vities, rather 
ihan for attending professional meetings or visiting schools. Thus, the P~rdessssional Leave 
provision on its :face does not envision discretionary approval when the type of professional. 
leave involved is :for professional develop~itellt activities. 
Moreover, even if Cl1.e ptirrcipal is ailolved to exercise soMe m m e r  of discretion iu 
denying professior~al leave for professional developmcnt activitjes, that discretion is only 
ailowed under circun~slmces not prcscnted by Richards' case. In this rcgad, 'the PEA iuld 
Ricl~xds agree tital a prinoipal would be entitlcd to deny an othbcnvise qnalifyiug request for 
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professional leave w l ~ e j ~  the needs of the school require that the teachm r~ot  be away from school 
on the day requested. Thus, ratl~er than taking the position that teach.ers shot~ld be tbe final 
arbiter of when a professional leave day may be taken, the PEA and Richards acknawlcdge that a 
principal may propdy refuse to dlow a teacher to participate in activities &at would qualify for 
professio~~al lcavo -- but only where it is necessary for the teacher be present at scbool on the day 
req,uested or the teacher requesting professional leave has not given the sohool distrkt sufficient 
oppomtnity to locate a substitute teacher. The PEA and. Richards also believe, however, that if 
the activities for which Ule leave is requested falls within tltlle meaning ofthe toms "attendl;ing] a 
professional meeting," "visit[i.n,g] schools," or "othenvise ptmu[ing] professional development," 
and the requesting teaclter's attendance at school is not required, .the school district and it$ 
administrators must grant the professional lcavo requested -- as long as (as discussed more hlly 
below) tho teacher has not exceeded the maximutn nunlber of profcssional leave days available 
to each teacher in the school district and the princi,pai is not willing to make exceptions to the 
number of profcssional leave days allowed. Indeed, School Board Chair Heidi Davis agreed 
with the PEA and Richards' position, tcstif$ng as follows: 
Q: Take the ckcumstat~ces where thc person is not maxed out an,d tboy're 
taking a day to go enhance their music teaching skills. Mu. Richards was 
doing that. Doesn't the Scbaol District have a duty under the oontraot to 
classify that as professional leave day? 
MR. VANDERVELDB: 
Object to tbe extent t11e documcnt speaks for itself you have to answer. 
THE WITNESS: 
A: I would say, in ray opinion, that i s  what the contract is saying. 
MR. RUMEL: 
Q: That they do have to classify that particular day as a prohssional leave 
day? 
PLAENTFFS' ME M IN REPLY TO D ANTS' RESPONSE, I?TC. -. 9 000238. '  
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A: Yes, 
( R U ~ ~ I  Reply~fi?., 1 3 ,  EX. B, p. 25). 
Atld, in this case, Ricltasds' principal did not believe that Richards was needed at school 
on the May 3, 2007 date upon wl~ich he traveled to Coeur d '~1ene  to defend his Master's fiual 
project, since the School District allowed him to take axat day away froin schocf as a personal 
lcave day." 
111 sum, the Profefessional Leave language neither grant$ the Scl~ool District wlfetlered 
discretion to dmy professional Ieave to teachers requesting it nor grants tllo requesting teacher 
the unfettered right to take professional leave on. any day arid to participate in ally aotivity of 
their choosing. Rather, the Professional Leave provision, when read as a whole, requires the 
Scl~ool District to allow a teacher to take a profe$sional leavc day where (1) the activity for 
wlticll leave is requested constitutes professional leave under the pfovisions in the Adaster 
Agremer~t, (2) the teacl~er's ab~ence on that day would not disrupt delivery of instruction or the 
Tho School District spends a svbstantntia.1 portion of i8 Response brief arguing tliat, unlikc all other forms of ieave 
agreed to uncler the Master Contracl, the Professioriaal Lcave clause docs not req~~ire a mandatory granting of leavc. 
(Responso to .Plaintiffsfs' Motion for $umina~y Judgment, Gtc. at 8-11). This statenlent is not citirely true, as the 
building administrator bas the disorction to deny personal lcave. (ICren Aft, Ex. A, p. 29) ("upon approval of file 
building administrator, ccttificatedpevsonnel shall be granted leavc ofabsencc at h l l  pay. . .."). 
More important, and as discussed abovo, tltc Professional Leavc provision, when properly read, grants a buildk~g 
principal only limitcd disorction to deny professional lcave, i.e., a principal may deny professional leavc whcro a 
teachor's absence !dJI dismpt the operation ofthe school (such as when no substilute teacller i s  available) or where a. 
tp~cher has 'haxed out" on his or her w c  of professional leave; however, tho pririncipal must ,@ant professionai Ieave 
for the teacher's participation in activities that oonstitutc professional lcave in all oilxer circumstances. 
Finally, it makes sense for tltc PEA and the School Board to differentiate between absolutely ma~ldatory forms of 
lsave and forms of leave whiclr allow school administrators m retain a limited, closely circmcribed amount of 
disc?etion. I n  &is regard, sick, funeral and jiury duty lcave are uscd for relatively unexpeotcd or mandatoty legal 
events and, therefore, admil: of no discretion in the teacher's building adnlinistratot. Conversely, profeesional and 
personal leave can usuaJly be planned by the requesting tcacher in conjunction tvitl~ Ms oot her hullding 
adminislsator. As such, tl~ose latter forms of Icavc sl~ould be presumed mandatory, but subject to building principal . ,,L. 
dcnjal when thc school district's interest in staffing its classrooms outweighs thc toacl~er's intrncst in participating in 
activities which qualify as professional. leave. 
For tl~css reasons, tho School Di$iri.ctls attempt to make the grant of denial of prof6ssinnal leavc wholly 
disaetionary ill the School District by comparing it to othcr fonns of leave under t11.e M~nstcr Agreement is 
ulrimateiy unavailing. 
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operatioin of tho school, and (3) the teacher has not exceeded tile maxim~~.m number of days of 
professioaa~ leave, set forth in the Professional Leave provision or been granted additional 
professbnal leave days by his or hcr principal. To l!old otl?,e~wise would render the Professioi~al 
Leavc provision a nullily by giving the School District discretioii to dcny professional lcavc in 
every instance and even where the activity for which leave is clearly a covered activity mider the 
Professionat Leave pmvision. 
As such, this Cowl should adopt the interpretation proffend by the PEA and Ricl~ards 
and reject the School District's proffered interpretation." 
3. Tha School District's arguments nohvitbstaadidg, it is undisputed that 
Richards &ad a professiontll leave day available lo him to use on the defense 
of his Master's final project. 
n. Because the School District failed to raise the maximum uumber o f  
days issue during the grievnace proceedings, it cannot now raise the 
issue in this titigation. 
Article VIXI, Grievance Procedure, the Master Agreemntt provides at each step of the 
grievance process tliat ello School District's "answex [to the eniployee's gievailce] shall include 
the reasons for the d,ecision.." ( K m  Aff., EX. A, at p. 18). Related, Ida110 courb have made 
clear that there is a st~:os~g public policy favoring resolution of disputes via grievance and 
arbitratjon proceedings. Mason v. Stafe Farm Nut Auto h. Co., 145 Idalio 197,201, I77 P.3d 
944, 948 (2007); Bfng/?,nm Corrnw Conrm 51 li Interstate Elec. Co., 105 Idaho 36, 40, 665 P.2d 
1046, 1050 (1983). Because of the important of the grievance and afbitratio13, mechanism in the 
expeditions resolution of labor and employmei?t disputes without resort to the courts, numerous 
courts have held that, where a. party to grievance and arbitration proceedipgs fails to raise 
Thc School District correctly points out that "[a] party's subjcctivo, undisoloscd intent is immaiekial to the 
inteyrctation of contract . . .." pefendmts' Responsc to Plaintiffs' Motion for Sumnlary .ludgmcot, Etc. iit 7, 
quoting J.R. Simplot Go., 144 Idaho 614, 167 P.3d e1751). In tliis case, PEA negotintor Brian Potter testified that, 
r'uring nugouarion.; ovcr tlic Profisiioiinl LD~I.D;):.~V:S!O~, L ~ C  p.aili?i "did nor . . ( I ~ S C C S S  I~;!~CII 2 p ~ i n c i ~ ~ l  insy or 
n a y  nr!t ascep: a p:cpxal for )rorrs9ion~I I T R " c . '  (RUII>PI REPLY A i f :  2, EX. .a, 1). 19. ' iliu~! lhc C C C ~  h ~ 5  $~i(  I? 
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( 
grounds supporting its position cluring those n~n-judicial proceedings, that, pasty is b a ~ ~ e d  ~oom 
raisitlg those grounds is1 subseque~lt litigation involving the sane issue. See, e.g, UnitedFood d: 
Commercial Mbr-kers Local 400 V. ildurl~ab Poultry Co., 876 F.2d 346, 352-353 (4"' Cir. 1989); 
' 
Brotherhood Raillvaj~ Carmen DDh). v. Atchison, Topelca & Santa I;e Ry. Co., 956 F.2d 156, 159 
(7"' Cir. 1992). 
A review of the reasons given by the School District for refusing to allow Richards to 
take a personal' leave day to defend his Master's final project reveals the Scl?,uol Di s t ~.tct -' never 
raised Richards' purportedly having maxed out on his profcssioual leave days as a reaeon for 
denying tlje PEA and Ricl~ards' grievance. (See Potter Aft at q/qj 7, 9 and I I, Exs. E, G and I). 
Moreover, ScZtool District wil~lesscs and the Sohool District in its Response papem can only 
admit that no such reason was ever given to the PEA and Richards. (Rutnel R q l y  Aft.> f l 3  and 
4, Bxs. B and C; Defenda~ts' Response to Plaintiffs' Motjot1 for S ~ n m a r y  Sudgment, E E ~  at 15) 
("while not stated as such a reason in the communicatjons between Mr. Richards and 
Defenctants, sr~clx a coasidcratiov [i.e., exceeding two (2) professional leave days in a year1 is a 
factor . . ..'I). 
The Scl~ool District should not bc allowed to withhold a puxported reason for its decision 
during the grievance proceedi.ng8 and now ambush the PEA and Ricl~ards wit11 that teason during 
this litigation. For f:l~j,s reason alone, tl7.e School Distrjct's argument tltal: Richards maxed out his 
professional leave d,ays must be rejected. 
b. Upon fcviewing the undisputed facts concerning Richards' absences 
during the 2006-2007 school year, there will be no genuine issues of 
material fact that Richards did not L6rnax out" on his professional 
leave days prioY to his May 3,2007 absence from the School District. 
AS discussed above, the School District, having failed to raise the '"axed out" issue 
it t11c entirety o f  Mc evidence on the d~scfction issue. 
PLmTFFS'  M.EM0RnNDU.M JN [NPT-Y TO DEFE.NDAWTS' RESPONSE. ETC. - 12 
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t. 
d u k g  the PEA and Richards' grievance procecding, should not now be allo\ved to rraie'the 
issue before the Court. If, however, tlte Court aIlows the School District to do so, a cursory 
review of t l~e noa;ning of the t e m  "leave" md the ur~dispnted facts of this case will makc clear 
fl~at Ricl~ards had profess.iona1 leave avdable to lhm when he requested profeasiond leave to 
travel to Coeur d'Alene to defen,d his Master's final project. 
Numcrous courts, as welt as legal and lay dictionaries, have held or stated that an 
e~nployee will only bo co~~sidercd to be on lcave whcn he is not required to pwfolm his job 
duties. Stdte e~ re/. McGaughey 11. Greystone, 163 S.W.2d 335, 341 (1942) ("[tllxe common 
meani~ig of the term [leave of absence] signifies temporary absence front dzip wit11 an intention 
to return") (emphasis added); .I;nuderdale V.  Division of E~nployn~erzt See., 605 S.W.2d 174, 177 
(1980) (same); Chenaul? v. Otis Engineerhg Carp,, 423 S.W.2d 377, 383 (1968) (same); see 
also Black's Law Dictionary, Sixtl?. Ed. (1990) at 891 ('leave of absence"means "temporary 
absence &om employlnent or duty . . ..") (mpl?.asis added); Welzster's Ninth New Collegiate 
Dictiolmy (1984) at 681 ("leave" means "autl~ofizcd esp. extended absence &om dug) or 
employnicnt") (emphasis added). 
As Richards testified in both his initial and reply aledavits, he requested and used only 
two (2) days oiwhat IT@ believed were professional have days during the 2006-2007 school year. 
(Richards Aff., q/ 4; Richards Reply Aff., 9j 3). Specifically, the first suc11 professional leave day 
occurred on October 6, 2006, whetx Richards attended ate State in-seriice for music teachers aat 
the University of Idalio, and thc other profcssional leave day was the May 3,2007 date on wl~ich 
he traveled to defend ius final Master's project at the Ur~iversity of Idaho-Coeur d'Alene Center. 
(Ricl~ards hff., 7 4; Richards Reply ME, q/ 3). Although the School District inavkcd several 
other days ~ n d  i a l f  days in its Certified Employee Abscnce Repo~t f0m.s as professio~!sl leave 
days for Richards, Richards never requested those days as pi:ofessi,onal leave days and, nlore 
PLAINTFFS' MEMORANDUM n\r mPLY TO DEFENDANTS' RESPONSII, ETC. - 13 
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important, on each of those days, Richard$ was pcrfonning his job duties by citl~er being 
involved in music programs andlor supervising students. (Richards AfX, q/ 2; Richards Reply 
Aff., qj 4). 
Tbus, altl?ougl~ thc School District docked Ricl~ards a half day ~Eprofcssional eave on 
December 8, 2006, Richards was perfo~ming lxis job duties and supervising students at the 
University of Idaho Christtmas conccrt rccitaf. (Richards Reply Aff., qj 4). Likcw,ise, although 
the School District docked Richards for tlxee (3) hours of professional ~cavc on Deccmbcr 15, 
2006, Richards w a ~  again pcribrmirlg llis job duties and supervising students while serving as a 
director of an clernertta~y Christmas program. ( I d )  Mso, on February 15 and 16, 2007, the 
School District docked two (2) professional leave days from Ric11ard.s' acco~u~t w11,ell he traveled 
wit11 md chaperoned a. student as part of bis job responsibilities so that' the student could attend. 
the NI-Nonhwist Music Festival in Portlan,d, Oregon. ( I )  And, on May 18, 2007, the School 
District docked Richards too* om-half (112) of professional leave whi3,e he was supervisis>,g and 
directing an elementary band colicea -- again, a Situation where be was perfo~ming Ws job dutics 
and supervising students. ( d )  The Scliool District ha$ not and ca~ulot dispute that Richards 
was performing his job duties and/or supervising studellis on each of the days discussed 
imrnedtately above. Moreover, School Board Chair Heidi Davis could only acknowledge that, 
when a person is doing their job away Fiom their main room or o f h e  or, in Richards' case, 
performing his professional duties by supervising students at music events, theyllxe would not be 
considered to be on leave, (Rumcl ~ e p l ~  AE, qj 3, Ex. B at 15 arnd 26-2~) .~  
4 Thc School Disttict inay take issue wit11 the PEA and ~ichards ubmitting reply affidavits relating to the "maxod 
out" issue. R legion of c a w  have held, however, that "wl>e;rc the rcply affidavit mcrcly responds to matters placed 
in issue by the opposition briof and does not spring upon tho opposing party new reirsohs for tho ontry of smmary 
judgment, rrcply papers -- both briefs and affidavits -- may propmly addrcss tl~ose issues." Rnr~gh v, Cify of 
Mili+~ar~kee, 823 F.Supp. 1452, 1457 (B.D.W. Wis. 1993), oflrrn.ed, 41 F.3d 1510 (7" Cir. 1994); accord Reck 1,. 
University of Wiscorisin Board dfRegenrs, 75 F.3d 1130,1134 & n. 1 (7" Cir. 1996); Sn~itlt v. Rlzr~.ns, 779 F.2d 1173, 
1175 eZ n. 6 (6"' C i ,  1985); Metaphis Pztblishing Co. v. Nev~q~apei. Guiki of Men~pkt~,  Local 33091, 2005 W.L. 
PLAXNTPFS' IXEMOMNDUM IN REPLY TO DEFGNZ,AWS1 RESPONSE, BTC. - 1.4 
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Thus, once this Court properly chaactcrizes Rchwds' absences on the above-discussed 
days and, in so doing, corrects tile School District'@ erroneous characterization of Ri,cbards' 
so it is undisputed hat  Ricbardds had used only one (1') professional leave day pri.0.r to 
usink another professio*lal leave day to'defend his final Master's project, As suoh, it 
is undisputed that Richards had not maed  out on his available professional ieave days ptior to 
requesting leave for his May 3, 2007 final project d s f a ~ e .  The Scl~ool District cannot 
t 
lcgilimately arguc otherwise. 
C. Because Richards and the PEA. are Entitled to PrevaiLif. on Their Claim for Breach of 
the Professional Leave Provision of the Master Agreement, Richards is EnGtIed to 
Prevail on his Claim for Breach of his Individual Employ~tc?nt Conlrnct, 
Thc School District does not and carmot dispute that, because the PEA-School Board 
Master Agreement is incorporated into and becomes pa? of its teachers' individual cmpfoymcnt 
contracts, breach of the Master Agreement will, in turn, constitute a breach of the individual 
employment contract. (See Plai,niffs' Memoranduti~ in Support of Motion for Sutnmaxy 
Judgment at 1.2-1.3 and cases cited therein). 
As discussed in the PEA and Richards' opening papers and as discussed above, the 
School District breached i l~e Professional Lcavo provisions of the Master Agrcen~e~t by rcfusing 
to allow Richards to use a. professional leave day in defending his final Master's project. Ia turn, 
the Scbool District's breach of the Mastw Agreement constituted a breach of Richards' 
individual employment contract as wen. This Court s110uId so i~old. 
3263878, * 1 (W.D. Tam. 2005): Bevlzn'dge 15 Nol'ckwesf Ai~"lines, lac., 259 F.Supp.2d 838, 845 (D. Minix. 2003); 
1Vdght v. MedAmerica Jntmz. ha., Lgd., 2003 W.1". 22429063, * 3 (Ohio App. 2003); Docbele 1). Sprfnt Cor.l7., 1,68 
F.Supp.2d 1247, 1254 (D. Ran. 2001); {Fright I, Ce~ttral Sidte U~ifver'tity, 1999 W.1,. 33117270, * 12 (S.D. Ol~io 
1999); Diliar'd v. Ron Webe?' & Associntds of Ilfino~s, iftc., 1999 W.L. 33214 * 1 (N.D. Ill. 1999); Anzerlt 1). 
Town.~enrl, 1998 W.L. 299804 * 5 (N.D. 111. 1998); Caricy V. G+apRic Coinritvrri~dtions htler!?.. Union tocat277-M, 
982 F.Supp. 1332, I335 (ED. Wia. 1997); Van Loo 1,. Braun, 940 F.Supp. 1390, 1396 (ED. Wis. 1.996); 
Goverrrment Guarantee Ft~ttdRepxblic of Firzland V ,  Matt C o p ,  960 F.Supp. 931,936 (D. V.I. 1997). TIIUS, my 
objection by tho Soliool District to thc PBh and Richards' presenting evidcnco and ~ g i l h e n t  in reply to thc ncw 
matter xaiscd in the School Dislrict's Rosponsepnpers would be unavdling. 
PLAINTmS' MEMORASUPUM IN REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE, ETC. - 15 
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D. TI)& PEA and Richards are Entitled to the Declaratory and Equitable Relicf 
Requested. 
The School District does not and cannot dispute that, if the PEA and Richards prevail on 
th,e liability issues in tlds case, they will be entitled. to the d:ctaratory and equitable relief 
requested in t11.e Prayer for Relief in tlieir Complair~t. Thus, upon this Court's ruling in tlie Pl?h 
and Richards' favor on their breach of contract claims, the Court sl~ouould issue declaratory and 
cquitable orders as  follou~s: 
1. Orders declwing that the School District breached the Master Agreement and 
.Richardsy individual employment contract by failing lo allow him to use a professional leave day 
to defend his final project for his Master's Degree in Educational Adt~.inistrati,on from the 
University of Idal~o, Coe~u: @Alone campus, on May 3,2007; 
2. Equitable orders atlowing Riohards to utilize a professional lcave day for that 
activity aid restoring a personal lcave day to Richards' account; aud 
3. An equitable order permanently elzjoining the School District from, refusing to 
allow School District professional emnployccs from using professional leave days for professional 
enhancement activities in tlte Mure. 
111. CONCLUSION 
For all of Ule reasons stated above, the PEA and Richards' Motion for Sunnnary 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATON 
By: 
John E- Rumel. 
Attohey for Plaintiffs Fotlatcl~ Education 
Association and Doug Richards 
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Pacsi~nile Trausrnissio~~ 
Hand Delivered 
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Brian K. Juiian, Esq. 
Davis ~ a n d e ~ ~ e i d e ,  Esq. 
Alldemon, ,Tc11.ia71 & 1-Iu.11, LLP 
C. W. Moore Plmn 
250 South Fifth Strcet, Suite 700 
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Facsitn,iIe: 34,~-5510 
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Jobn E. Rmel,  Esq. 
JDAI-IO BDUCATION ASSOCIATION . ~ o o f i , ~ u p i  .. ~ , . 24 RW 8'08 
620 Noj3h Sixth Sti:eet 
P.O. Box 2638 CLEBK,CF o i ~ l , q \ ~ f  WUZi 
Boise, ID 83701 ~,bJfiH ~Oi.ltd?i 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 BY ---.,, .-.-.-: + J ~ - & P u ~  --- 
PacsimiIe: (208) 344-1606 
James M. Piotrowski, Esq. 
Marty Durand, Esq. 
HEWFELD Rt P ~ o ~ ~ ~ o w s ~ ,  LLP 
713 West Pranlclin St~:eet 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2864 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-9202 
Attorneys f07~Plnint@,i 
IN THE DISTRICT COWRT OF THE SECOND JUDXCXAL.DTSTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TKE COUNTY OF L A T m  
POTLATCH EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHAIU)S, 1 ) 
Plaintiff, 
j Case NO. ~ ~ ~ 0 0 7 - 1 1 5 1  
j AFFIDAVIT OF J O F ~  E. RUMEL 
1 IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' 
) REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. ) RESPONSE TO PLAINTFFS' 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ) MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. ) JUDGMENT 
285, 1 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
F, JOHN E. RUMEL, having boon duly sworn, depose and say as follows: 
1. X am one of tho attorneys for Plaintiffs Potlatch Education R.ssoci,ation cP.EA'3 
MEJDAVIT OF JOHN B. R U m L  ,N SUPPORT OF PLAI?JTFFS' REPIMY, ETC. - 1 
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t 
and Doug Richards in the above-encaptioned matter. I have previously subnGtted an Affidavit in 
support of the PBA and Richards' Motion for Summary Judgment jtl this action. 
2 . .  Attached as Exhibit "A" and ii\~orporated by this refcre~~ce is a h e  aid. corrcct 
copy of cxcer-pts from ilxe deposition transcript of Brian Potter talcen on June 9, 2008 ~II this 
action. 
3. Attached as Exhibit "B" and incorporated by this reference is a true and c o ~ ~ e c t  
copy of excepts Born the deposition. transcript of Heidi, Davis, taken on Snne 9, 2008 in this 
action. 
4. Attached as Exhibit "C" and incorporated by this reference is a true and correct 
copy of excerpts fro~n, the deposition transcript of Joseph Kjren, taken on. Junc 9, 2008 in this 
. . 
action. 
5 .  I was present during t11.e takir~g offJte above-mentioned d~posi,tions. To the best 
of my kno~vlilodge, tlte attached dcpositi,on excerpts constitute verbatim trat:auscripts of the 
qzles'iioixs askad o f  anoi the answers givev. by Eqe &epa~ents at that junct~ue oiil3.eir depositions. 
6. 1 have ~rsol ia l ,  knowledge of the matters set forth in this Affidavit and, if called 
as a witness, could atid would etently and tnrthf~!~y testify to such matters. 
EXECUTED This of June, 2008, in the City of Boise, County of Ada, State of 
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Facsitnilo Transmission 
Haild Delivered 
to: 
Brian K. Julisn, Bsq. 
Davis VandorVelde, Esq. 
Anderson, 1u.lia.n & f;~uli; LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South pifill Street, Suite 700 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Facsimiie: 344-551 0 
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TN TK& DXSTRICT C0UP.T OF TEiE SECOND JUDICXAL DISTRXCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAXO, IN iWD FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
1: 
i f  :r I 
POTLATCH EDUCATION ) 
ASSOCIATION and. DOUG ) 
RICHARDS, ) 
1 
B l a i ~ l t i f f s ,  ) Case No. Cv2007-1151 
1 
vs .  I 
) 
POTLATCM SCHOOL DISTRICT ) 
NO.285, anaBOARDOF ) 
TRUSTEES, POTLATCH 1 
SCI-IOOL DISTRICT NO. 2 8 5 ,  ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
DEPOSlTZON OF BRIAN POTTER 
TAKEN ON Bl3HAI.F OF THE DEFENDANTS 
AT 1 0 1 0  ONAWAY ROAD, POTLATCH, TDAHO 
JUNE 9, 2008, AT 5:50 P.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
JULIE MCCAUGHAN, C.S.R. NO. 684 
Notary Public 
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1 MR. KUMEL: And you used the woi:d if you requ 
3, on Monday ibrFciday, that would be okay. Did you rn 
3 Friday h r  Monday? Xjust m t  to he clear. 
4 TX-IE WTNBSS: Well, ycah. You cadt do it the d 
5 Q. %%en a. day, for professional leave is 
6 MR. VANDERVI3LD.E: Yeah. Yon'rc rigl~t. l'tn 
A. under tl>is language? 7 you caught that. 
8 Q. Yes. Undcr the adopted lauguage. 8 MR. RUMET,: You wctc suggesting if yo11 asked o 
9 A. Yeah. Well, ask me that quastioii again. 9 Monday and you gave t l ~ m  four days, tlial: that migJit 
1 0  I'm riot quire sum w11at you're saying. 1 0  be niouih. T think you misspokc. 
1.1 Q. And I don't want TO tllisstate your 
15  is noncumulative." 
16 A. ,Yes. For the most part. I mcan, I c m  
3.8 01at. Is tliat correct? 
1 Q. Okay. And what 1'111 aslcing is: Is tl~ere 
2 authority under that agreeinent whrrc il' says, 
4 scliools is perrnittcd at full pay if such absence is 4 . cot~tract. Thcy were denied auy sort uiiiess Lhe 
5 approved by the principal" --what does that ~iiean? 5 principal sent tl~ein Ihcro so that we wcre not allowed 
6 A. You la~ow, it means that obviously thc 6 go to conf'e11ces. hnd we o:kcn did havc tl~oso days 
7 principal has to get substitu1:e teacl~ers, it means that 7 .  off, the days of thestate confermccs, so you wore 
8 there needs --you donlt just pop i.t on tile principal. 8 still a,ble to go, but somctiines thore were national 
9 cotlferenccs, and many of our teacliers do 80 to natiol 
1 3  ye& I think that's fair. i mcan, it car1 be di:fficult 
14  to get substitutes, so ... I 4  things that werc in~pollanr for the building, but wc 
1 G A. We did not ever discuss r i v l ~ a ~  or when a 
2 0 principal may or may not accept a p1:oposa.l for 2 0 program. it's kind ofinlpoi?ant for n7.c to be there. 
2 1 nungs like tllat. Doug is also iilvolved in +hc mtisic 
6 (Pages 18 t o  21) 
M & M Court  Reporting Service, Iac. 1-800-879-2700 ~ o Q ' ; K ~  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OP 
TEE STATE OF IDAIiO, IN AiiiD FOR THE CObXI'Y OF LATKii 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT ) I NO.285,an.dBOARDOF ) 
3 
i! 1 
i! !I. 
PCT&ATCII EDUCATION 
ASSOCIA1,PION and' DOUG ) 
RICHARDS, ) 
) 
Plaintiffis, ) Caae NO. ~~2007-1151 
) 
VS . 1 
TRUSTEES, POTLATCN ) 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285, ) 
I 
B 
I { ii a 
Defendants. ) 
DEPOSITION OF HEIDI DAVIS 
TAICEN ON BEHALF OF THE PLAINTIFFS 
AT 1010 ONAWAY ROAD, POTLATCH, IDAHO 
JUNE 9, 2008, AT 3:55 P.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
. .. , ,g 1 
" 
' " - . - " ' " " ' " " ' : : . : " * : ' " " :  . " . .  *,..: ,*,s :,: .,,,,.$" .i..,,.,,4+,, iiii,,i,,i,iii,ii j(,,r,,,m, ~ ,,,v,," ,2,,,,,,,,,,.. ~ s,,*,,,,8<,*,,,," ,,,~,,,<*,,,,3rc,,; ,s,,,,, ",,*~ ,,,,,,,,,:,,:,,,,~,,w~,\7,,a,, 
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 1-800-879-1700 
I 
I S  HEIDI 
. . 
. . .  
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,, 
2 c? ?om my job wlien 1'111 Lioiii!!. ~ n y  job r~sponsibiiiees? 1 iz th: c&x~c*. 12;pxF'.11?~ \xoulci S>I,?~:;I LIIZT, is <JI:I:'~ , 
? :j \GI. V.ZIDTR\'L~I.DE: I'd obicci :o fonn. 
.-.. .-.- .- 
\ !.ct nie ~:2d it. 11'5 bee? n : ~ r : g  ~illlr. 
--- -. .. - . . .-.-A -. . - - . -. . -- - - . . J 
5 bc doing yourjob in scvcral di%rent places, but would 
6 it bo co~~sidcrcd leilv07 (Question road as follows: 
7 BYhtR. RUMEL: "Q Olay. And there's ocrtainly 
8 Q, What d o  you tl~inlc? 8 nothing in the contract lal~guagc t1ia.t would 
9 A. T nuppose it could he. I mean, it's aa 9 suggcst that, is ishcre?") 
10 Ti33 WITNE$S: Could you read ihc question prim to 
1 2  MR. IIUMEJ.,: Ycah. Let mo rcplirase il; bccausc it 
13 rcnlfy rela?cs to a prior queslion. 
4 job away from thcit main room or ofioc. 14 Q. Tn your reading of this mastcr coiltract, 
1 5  Q. And was that considered leave? 1 5  do you Tve anything in hcrc that statccs tf~at 
1 6 A. It w s  just doing thcir job vkrever they 3.6 pmfessional doveIopmcnt has to pcitairi to your cuttent 
1 8  Q. Okay. 'And but my qucstiou is: Whon thcy 18  MR. VANnEKVELDE: Objcct that tlic document speaks 
19 We10 doing their job away eom thoir ~min office, in 19 for itself. But you oan answer to the bcst of your 
2 0 those circumst8ncnces, did you undwstmd them to be on 
2 1  TFIE WITNJ3SS: Does it have to bc? No. But it 
2 2  A. No. 2 2 doesn't say that it doesn't, citlles. 
2 3  Q. What would be -- and I asswile tt~ere's 2 3  BY MR. RUMEL: 
... 5 (Pages 14 to 17) 
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1 Q. So you can't think of any otl~eler 
2 circumstance &an possibly Potlatch School District 
3 where that's oc~wred? 
4 A. I'm sure it does other plaocs, but -- 
5 Q. Can you a a m  an instance W~at you're 
6 f h i 1 i a  wi&? 
7 A. No, that, I wouldn't bc familiar with, no. 
8 Q. SO i just want: f.0 bc cle~oac. X just wmt 
9 to nmke sure wc'xc olcat on the record here. 
SO A. Okay. 
11 Q. You say you're sul-e it does happen, that a 
1 2  pet~son could be ped0s.min.g tho% job rosponsibilities 
1 3  but also be on leave, but as we sit here today, you 
1 4  can't think of any patticufnr circunlstances where that's 
1 5  ever happened? 
1 6  A. T'm not conryletely undes~tanding what 
1 7  cxactly you're asking me, I guees. 
18 Q. Well, let me give you an cxan~ple. 
1 9  A. Okay. That would be wonderfd. 
2 0 Q. I'm at my desk. Or I'm doiclg his job. 
2 1 Tl~is is part ofnty job, to fztke depositions in 
2 2 litigation. 111 the no~mal course off11in$s, would you 
2 3 have anv reason to believe atat I'd. also be on leavc 
- 
Page 16 
1 A. Ul~~hnl?. 
2 Q. Thcrc's notl%ing in this provision that 
3 discusses that circumstance one way or other. 
d Comct? 
5 A. I would agree witb you. 
6 Q. Olcay. f'm wondesilig generally, if you've 
7 lo~kcd at this --you werenBt involved in negotiation of 
8 tixis provisiona or at least you don't rmontbes it? 
9 h. I can't msww as to wlietber I was or uot. 
1.0 I doil't rcmanber. 
11 Q. But tllere i s  some iangua.ge here that says, 
1 2  "Or otl~erwise pursue profcssiolial devclopmt." Your 
I 3  afterethe-fact understandii~g, g i v c ~ ~  &at you weren't 
1 4  therc or you can't reinemher being there, wl~at would bo 
1 5  a11 iustancc of pwfession.al develop~mt for a 
1 6  plrofessioflal educator? 
1 7  A. It would -- in my opinion, it would bc 
1 8  gatl~ering addit.ional educa1:ion or infon~~ation to oid~ance 
1 9  their job witl~in tb i r  classroom. 
2 0 Q. Okay. And would it be lin~ited to doing 
2 1 that gatl%erii~g as it pertains to tl~eir iruwent position? 
2 2 A. Not ~~ecessmily. 
Z 3 0. Olcav. And tl~ere's certaiillvnothine in 
.- -@6/23/2008 10: 1 4  20834416B6 , IEA LEGAL SERVICLS , .. PAGE 44/47 
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3. school ycar and you've excecded tlmt," or words to tisat 
3 A. No. 
6 Q. Sure. Take all tho time you. need. 
7 A. No. 
9 BY MR. RmJJ: 
10 Q. Youcan answer. 1 0  employee the right to dcclare how the !<.me is accounted 
1.1 A. 1 don't recalt. 11 for by thc district." 1 fluilk you &titied eariier -- 
I. 5 A. , Not at this time, I don't. 1 5  A. In [nny mind, if we bad a music teacller that 
1 6  was going to maybe learn some nnu techniqua or lem~ a 
1 8  what he can bring back to his students in il>c classroom. 
2% Iea~fe on that day. 'Thc questioz~ was really how it's 2% A. I don't know. 
2 where tllc leave just might not work out in everybody's I me. Lct ine put it this way. To not classify tllat as a 
2 schedule, but Ihat wasn't t l~e reason6 S~ere, 2 proEcssi.onal leave day. 
3 A. Not that 1'111 awacc. Likc I say, it 'illas A. Whcro all leave days a@ lei? op to the 
4 all said and donc, went, by the t h e  we leamcd of it. 4 discretion of ttle buildi17.g administrator or bo~vevor that 
5 And I dmCt have that i ~ ~ f m a t i o n .  5 is -- or the principal, 7, guess. If it's som.etlCng ovcr 
6 Q, Okay, Can you look at Bxhibit 41 It's 6 thc days that am allowed, I guess he could classily it 
7 just a fotiow-on to the m'nulcs. You signcd this 7 as something diRcrent, yes. 
8 letter. I'm wondering i:fyou draffed this letter in 8 Q. Say it's not ova  yet. 
9 A. It's not over? 
1 0  Q. Take the ciscumstances where the pctson is 
11 then sent it to me to look at, if1 had any additi.ons or 11 not maxed out md they're taking a day to go cnha~~cc 
1 2  deietions. That's the normal pracliicee I don't know 
.2 2 thcir music teaching skuils. Ms. Richards was doing 
1 3  wily this one would be any diffcrcrcnt. 3.3 that. Rocsn't the school district have a duty mder the 
14 contract to ccla9sify that as aprofc$sional leave day? 
2 0 Q. That they do havc to ciassify that 
7 (Pages 2 2  to 2 5 )  
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1 reasons why it Xiad made its dcoisions to aifinxl the 1 later? 
2 superjntende~~t's decision on hie griwanco? 2 A. I would hope so. 
3 A. I'm nor surc at this point. 3 Q. Could yon look at Exhibit 6, please? I 
4 Q. Wcll, let me ask you: As you sit here: 4 think it's the next in order. And thats your si&atum ': - .  
5 today, do you blow of my other wrjting.coming konl the 5 5 onis letter as with the W e  27 lottcr? 
6 board wherein lhe PEA or Mr. Ri.chasds was given the G A. Uh-hnh. 
7 rcasoils for the scl~ooool distxict's decision on the P.EA1's 7 Q. . Is that a yes? 
8 grievance regarding Mi, Ricl~ads' pro'essjonal leave, 8 A. Ycs, I'm s o w .  
9 beyond this lctt~r? 9 Q. 12's h e .  We all lapse into that iI 
1 0  A. You know, I signed so inany lettcrs, 1 1 0  ocoasionally. And did you draft this letter in whole or 
1.3. would have to look md see what w s  sent to him. I1 in pat*? 
1 2  Q. 1'11 repxesent to yo~l tint I llave not seen '12 ' A. I would my in part, just -- 
1 
s 
il 
4 ii Q 
f 
$ 1 i 
1: 1 
1 3  anfliing. 
1 4  A. Olcay. 
15 Q. I just want to nlalce sure -- 
3.6 A. I don't laiow. 
17 Q. I've got an exhibit. You cm feel frec lo 
1 8  look at it. Exhibit 5. I'll ryl-esent to yo1.1 that 
1 9  thcrc appears to be several instances where Mr. Richards 
2 0 was performing his professional duties away from school, 
2 1 supervising stttdcncs, mtifie on a field hip to a concert 
2 2 or something like that, Do you Lclicve those days are 
2 3 properly classiiiablc as professional leave days? 
2 4 A. It's part of his profession and it's par! 
2 5 of his duties. 2 5 matter? 
1 Q. Right. 1 A, I don't recaIl. I believo tliat this 
A. Yeall. You latow, he's also -- well, T111, 
11 was just Wying to see if that refreshes your 
1 2  rccolleo~:ioi~ ae I I : ~  wllether or not ail actual decision by 
3.3 Q. Let's assuinc lie has his kids with him.. 1 3  the board ocounred. 
15 session does not malce it to nunuts, n17d sometimes it's 
19  A. I gucss I would -- if 11e's got his lids 1.9 request for arbitcation -- do you believe that, that cm 
2 0 be made in executive session? 
2 2 was presenbd f?om Patty. I don't recall how it was 
8 (Pages 26 to 2 9 )  
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1 3  Q. . Superinkl~de~lt Kxctt -- 
1 4  A. Yeah. 
3.5 Q. -- gave you the dt'afi and you looked it 
I 6  over7 
1 7  A. I looked at: it before 1 signed it. 
3.8 Q. h ~ d  this is a letter Ifiat indicates, "We 
1 9  declinc your fe:equest for binding arbittation," among 
2 0 othcr kiiigs. And then I'm wondering, did the board 
2 1 actually make a dcoisioz~ to that efffcot? I mean, $he 
2 2 lettex suggests ihat "We decline" and your signature as 
2 3 ohainunn of tlie board is com~m~icating fl~at decision. 
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3. seep this lattar before today7 1 came up in my board discussio~l? 
2 A. Yca, 1 have. 2 A. No, rm somy, it doesn't. 
3 Q, And bcforc I move to tllat, the dissenting 3 Q. Zu anything that the board has cvm given 
4 board member, the 0110 whb volcd nay, do YOU ma l l  the a to die PEA or Mr. Ricl~ards, have they ever told Mr. 
5 reasons that he miculated for wanting to allow Mr~ 5 Richards that one of the reasons why they were denying 
6 Richards to talcc tl~c proicssioual leave? 6 his request i s  that ho w@ 111axe4 out on his professional 
7 A. Ido not. 7 leave dnring that school yew? 
8 Q. Do you have any minutes or do yourccord 8 A. Not tl1a.t I can recall. 
9 cxccutive sessions of ffle board? 9 Q. hnci the letter says, in f l~e second 
1.0 A. No. 1 0  paraguaph, "The request did not meet lhe criteria for 
11 Q. Do you recall anything at dl abont the 3.1 professional leave." Is tllis criteria in writing? 
1 2  person who dissented from the vote; ?bar is, what his 1 2  A. No, 
1.3 rcasons were7 13  Q. Okay. Tl~qre's nothing in tho master 
1 4  colltracr that sets fotth the critcria for professional 
1 5  leavc, is there? 
1.6 R No. 
1 7  Q. Okay. And what do you understand the 1 7  tl~memay be somc good reasons to limit it, bur that's 
1 8  really nolhing in tlic contract language tbhfprovides 1 8  c~iteria to bc For %eating leave as professional leave? 
1 9  triose kind of linlitations"? Did that discussion come 19 A. As I said be:forc, it: would be one of -- 
2 0 Lhat is -- ffmt leave that you're going to that could 
2 1 improve y o u  cunrent position in the dislrict as :far as 
2 3 said, I can't ranember what wasn't said. 23 Q. And that criteria, I a s m e ,  has i ~ w m  
2 4 BY MR. RGVEL 
L tnemory. June 27 letter, have yon seen this before 
A. Yes, I have. 3 Q. Well, i s  there mything in the bargaining 
4 Q. Do you know wljo authosed this !cttm? I 4 agreement wit11 rlic PEA that sets f&ii that criteria? 
7 A. I worked on it with her. 
8 Q. Okay. And wl~ilile I wo~dd llot be entitfcd 
9 admiltismation. Would you agree with me t11at if a leave 
1 0  day cleai.1~ relates to a persoil's current lob 
11 rapoilsibilities, that the distriot, if the rcqucst is  
12 praperiy made and tlie person isxl'f inaxed out, that t11e 
13 district would be required to place tltat as a 
1 4  Q. Is Lhcre any reference to Mr. Richards 1 4  profcssio~tal leave day? 
1 5  A. i f  it's definitely relatcd to tlxir job, 1: 
1 8  00 alicad and answer. 
1 9  BY Mn. RUNIEL: 
a 0 Q. Do you find anyhing in hcrc that docs 
2 1 the district diclii't classify it as sucll? 
22 A. No, I don't set anything. 2 2 h. Not tlaat I can think of. 
2 3  Q. Okay. Docs that change yoiu~:ecoilection 
8 (Pages 2 6  to 29) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TFXE Sl?COND JWICXAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, W A m  FOR THE COUNTY OF L A T W  
POTLATCH EDUCATION 
ASSOCUTION and DOUG RICHARDS, 
Plaintiff, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICTNO. 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
POTJdATCH SCEIOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, 
) 
) 
1 Case No, CV2007- I 15 1. 
j MFIDAVIT OF DOUG RICHARDS 
) rr\r SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' 
1 MPLY TO DEPENDANTS' 
) RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS' 
1 MOTION FOR SUNMRRY 
1 JUDGMENT 
) 
Defendants. j 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of Kootcnai 1 
I, DOUG RICFXmS, having been drily sworn, depose and say as :Pollaws: 
1. 1: llave previacrsly submitted an Affidavit in Support of the Potlatch Educatioll 
AFFIDAVIT OF DOUG RICJJAWS, BTC. - 2 
000258 
I E A  LEGAL SERVICcd , 
i 
Association's ("'PEA") ai~d my Motion for Summary Judgmcnt i.11 tl~js action. 1 understand that 
Defendants Potlatch School District No. 285 and Board of Trustees, Potlatch Scbool District Nti. 
285 (coUectively "school Disttict") have raised issues in thcir &spoixse to the PEA'S and my 
motion which L e  School District nevcr raised (a) in refusing to grant me a professional leave day 
for my travel to and defense of the f t ~ a l  project for my Master's Degree in Education 
Adutinistratio~s at h e  University of Idaho, Coeur d'Alcne catnptts on May 3, 2007 and (b) in 
denying S S I ~  grievance concerning that matter. A.s a result, I submil: t11i.s Reply Affidavit to 
address tl7.e points raised by the School District in its response to PEA'$ atld my Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
2. As I understandit, the School District has taken the position, in this litigation that, 
because their granting and my using a professional, leave day to defend my final project for my 
Master's Degree would have caused me to takc more than two (2) days of professional leave 
days under thc School Board-PEA Master Agreement for the 2006-2007 scl~ool year, the School 
Disrrict was somehow ju,stified in denying my request for use of a. professional leave day on that 
day and for that purpose. For ease of reference for the Court, and not because I believe they are 
accurate, I have attached the Certiified EmpIoycc Absence ReporLs maintained by tlie Scl>.ool 
District for me d~~r ing  the 2006-2007 schoot year as Exhibit "A" and incorporate tl~e~x by this 
reference. I understand that thc Sohool District maintains theso forms to tcack a teacher's 
absences from his or hex clnssroom and. the use of a substitute teacher caused by sucl~ absences. 
. , 
These foms are filled out by School Dist'ricicr pritlcipals. I did. not sec the forms d~~r ing  Ole 2006- 
2007 school year, during pendency of my grievance, or prior to my being i~,~vol.ved in this 
litigation. 
3. , As allztded to above, ilie Scllool Boaid never stated this '%naxiin.um amouilt of 
AFFIDAVTT OF DOUG RTCHAWS, BTC. - 2 
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professional leave days" reason in denfing my and the PEA'S grievmtce concmittg t11e 
professional lave issue. In addition, as stated in my initial Affidavit, during tl>,e 2006-2007 
scl>ool yeas I requested and used only two (2) professional leave days ibr absences I belicve 
qualified for professionalleavo purposes. Specifically, as sot forth in Exhibit 'X," the fist such 
professional Ieave day occurred on October 6,  2006, when I attended t:he State in-senrice for 
music teachers at the University of Idaho and the othcr professional leave day. was the May 3, 
2007 date on which I traveled to and defeuded nly final Master's project at the University of 
Ida110 - Coew d7Alen.e Center. As set firth in Exhibit "A," I did request to take April 27, 2007 
as a pro,fe$si,o~al Ieave day to prepare for tho defense oftny final Master's projecf h.owevcr, the 
School Dist&t treated that day as a personal leave day and, althou& I,. still. believe that it should 
]save been treated as a professional. leave day, X did. not grieve that matter and imve not raised thc 
School District's denial of my request for professional leave for April 27,2007 in this lawsuit. 
4. All of thc othcr days marked as professional leave days on Exhibit "A" we days 
where I was absetit from class because I was performing my job ctutics, supervising students, or 
both. Tl~us, altho~tgl~ t l~e  School Distdcl doclced me a hal,f day of professional leave on 
December 8, 2006, I was performing my job duties md supervising students at the University of 
Id&o C i d s h a s  Concert rehearsal. Likewise, althougl~ the Scl~ool. ~i&ct.docked me for three 
(3) hours of professional. leave on December 15, 2006, I was again pe,rEoOmling my job dutis and 
supervising stude11.t~ wliile serving as a director at an elementary Clvistmas progan3.. Also, on 
February 15 and 1.6, 2007, thc School District docked two (2) profissional leave days fmm my 
account when I traveled with and chaperoned a student as part of my job respo~~sibilities so that 
the student could attend the Ail-Northwest Music Festival in Portiat~d, Oregon, And,, on May 18, 
2007, the Scbool District docked me for onc-half day of professional leave while supervising an,d 
MFJDAVIT OF DOUG RICHARDS, ETC. - 3 
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cLbc6ng an dmentay band concert -- again, a simtion where I was perEomlng my job duties 
and supervfsiug mudtmis. On m h  of the ab0ve-discusse.i days, 1 did not request the School 
DlsMCt to dock a pmfc~sicraal lave day from my account. and, as discused above, was 
perFonning my job duties as a mwic W e r  or band director and& sugerv&ng students. Thcso 
f m s  amwithstandimp. the School marked tke days as professional leave days on their 
Certified Employee Absencc Report I. believe those days iue properly tmted as "Wr" 
non-professid IWV@ days 0s the absence reports - just m the School Msttict w e d  the days 
when I wars absent liom school on F e b w  21 and 23,2OU7 to m n d  a jazz hstival wifb my 
students. %us, when tho above-dhmsed days me p ~ ~ : i : I y  cbmctdza  I took ody two (2) 
day of pmfessioml ieav6 dtth$ fbe he20&2007 sctawl yea. 
5, ~ c c ~ t t s e  clte Scbocl District mqulrad nre to at: prsod leave for abswccs I 
believe should have been k%te& as gmf+ssianal leave day.s, I d e d  up m g  ar mcoading the 
maximum allow~ble number of personal leave days -- fow (4) - during the 2006-2007 school 
.F=. 
6. I have ~rmrxal knowledge ofthe matters set fordl in &is AEidaviP md, if &led 
as a witxxess, muld md would corn@mstly and fmtbfdly te&e to such matters, 
E X E C m  This z- d@y of June, 2008, the town of Coeur d'Alene, Cownty o f  
To &fore me this a day of h e ,  2008. ' 
' j . :  . , ., 7' 
F.JY c<3@Qrs$lQg L'Yz&;< 
.tpaW I *, MU 
t .<!... FL~,~X<ESE, &:I:; :mz$.wmaa 
PAGE 23/47 
,CERTIPICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the & d & ~ f  ~ e ,  2008, X caused a ir:tte and co~rect 
copy of the foregoing to be served via: 
- U.S. Mail 
X Facsimile Transmission 
Hand Delivered 
to: 
Brian KC. Julian, Bsq. 
Davis VwderVelde, Bsq. 
Anderson, .Jrrlian & Htil,l, TAP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth, Street, Suire 700 
Boise, 1daho 83707-7426 
Facsimile: 344-55 10 
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Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
Plaintiffs, 
V8. 
POTLATCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and DOUG RICHARDS, 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFlDAVfTS 
OF DOUG RICHARDS AND JOHN 
RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION TO 
- 
Case No. CV 2007-1 151 
Defendants. 
COME NOW Defendants Potlatch School District No. 285 and Eoard o f  
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 285, 
and EOARD OF TRUSTEES, POTLATCH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285, 
Tiustees of: Potlatch School District No. 285, by and thfough their atCorneys of 
PLAINTIFFS' REPLY 
record, Anderson, Juiian & Huil, Lip, and submit this Motion to Strike Aifidavits of 
Doug Richards and John Rumel, and/or in the Alternative, Objecrion to Plaintiffs' 
Repiy. 
1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on the issue o.f the 
inlerpretation of the professional leave clause of 'the Master Agreement between 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF DOUG RICHARDS AND JOHN RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' REPLY - 1 000276 
.ANDERSON, JULIAN, & BELL ('- 
the Potlatch Education Association and the Potlatch School District. See Piainfi#s' 
Memwrendutn in Support of Motion for Sommary Judgment, pp. 7 - 1 'l . Plaintiffs 
requested both injunctive and declaratory relief. Id. p. 15. Shortly thereai'rer, 
Defendants filed a Response in Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Plaintiffs then filed, a s  expected and as allowed by the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, a Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. In addition t o  
th i s  Reply, Plaintiffs submitted before the Court the Affidavit of Doug Richards and 
the Affidavit of John E. Rumel (hereinafter referred to as "Richards Reply Affidavit" 
and "Rumel Reply Affidavit" respectively). These Affidavits are in violation of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and address issues not raised in Plain~iffs' Motion 
for Summary J~dgmen t  or in Defendants' Response. Further, These Affidavits are . 
not based on personal knowledge, contain Isgal conclusions, and are prejudicial, 
- Iherefore, Defendants objecr to the introduction of these Affidavits, and request 
That they be stricken from the record, or the alternative, object to the form and 
content of Plaintiffs' Reply, as it discusses issues not previously raised in their 
Motion for Summary Judgment. 
i l .  
DISCUSSION 
A. The Affidavits of Doug Riicha&ls and John E. Rumel are not allowed under 
the ldaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and therefore should be strickn. 
The !daho Rules of Civil Procedure do nor allow for PlaintiFfs t o  file Afiidavifs 
in support of their reply briefs. I.R.C.P. 56(c) outlines the process for submieing 
and responding to a Motion for Summary Judgment. It states: 
The motion, affidavits and supporting briefs shall be served at least 
twenty-eight (28) days before the time fixed for the hearing. if the 
adverse party desires to serve opposing affidavits the party must do 
so at least 14 days prior to the dare of the hearing. The adverse party 
shall also serve an answering brief at least 14 days prior to the date of 
the hearing. The moving party may thereafter serve a reply brief not 
less than 7 days before the date of the hearing. 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF DOUG RICHARDS AND JOHN RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION 
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LR,C.B, 56(c). As can be seen from the language of this rule, Affidavits in support 
of the Motion for Summary Judgment and in opposition to the Motion for Summary 
Judgment may be filed with the Motion and the Response, However, the rule does 
not provide for Affidavits To be served with a reply brief. 
in their Reply, Plaintiffs state that 
The School District may take issue with the PEA and Richards 
submitting reply affidavits relating to the 'maxed out' issue. A legion 
of courts have held, however, that "where the reply affidavit merely 
responds to  matters placed in issue by the opposition brief and does 
not spring upon the opposing party new reasons for the entry of 
summary judgment, replay papers - both briefs and affidavits - may 
properly address those issues. 
R@piy, p. 14 (footnote 4). Plaintiffs then sire numerous cases standing for this 
proposi-tion. However, they have not cited numerous ldaho cases, and in fact, they 
did not cite any Idaho that allow for reply affidavits. Perhaps Plelntiffs rely on 
f.R.6.64 56(ef which states 
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal 
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in 
evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to 
tesrify to  the matters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all 
papers or parts thereof referred to in an affidavit shall be attached 
Thereto or served therewith. The court mav oermit affidavits to Be 
sw~femented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, 
or furfher affidavits. 
l.!XC,P. Rule 56(e) (emphasis added). If Plaintiffs are relying on this provision, they 
have failed t o  obtain leave from the Court to  supplement their affidavits, or prepare 
further affidavits. in any case, this rule does not allow Piahtiffs to submit new 
affidavits which create completely new issues to  be resolved during Summary 
Judgment. 
Interestingly, the argument that the Reply Affidavits only respond to issues 
raised in Defendants' Response is nor technically accurate. The Rumel Reply 
Affidavit contains new evidence, in that it contains portions of Deposition 
testimony which was not available at the time Defendants filed their Response. See 
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Rumel RReply Affidavit, Exs. A - C. The introduction of this new evidence is not 
permissible, even under Plaintiffsr broad reading of I.R.C.P. 56. Even the numerous 
cases that Plaintiffs cite in support of allowing reply affidavits don't aliow for the 
introduction of new evidence. 
That is not to say that reply affidavits may raise new evidence. Where 
new evidence is presented in either a party's reply brief or affidavit in 
further support of its summary judgment motion, the district court 
should permit the nonmoving party to respond to the new matters 
prior to  disposition of the motion, or else strike that new evidence. 
Baugh w. City of NPiIwaukee, 823 F, Supp, 1452, 1457 (E.D. Wis. '1993) (internal 
citations omitted). Therefore, the Rurnel and Richards Reply Affidavits should be 
. . 
stricken, 
FZ. Allowing Plaintiffs to filed additional Affidavits with the Reply Brief wii! work 
an injustice as Plaintiffs present facts not avalable t o  Defendants a t  the time 
the Response Brief was prepared. 
As mention above, the Rumel Reply Affidavit contains excerpts from the 
deposition of Brian Potter, Heidi Davis and John Kren, all of which were taken on 
June 9, 2008. See Rumel Reply Affidavit, Exs. A - C. At the time Defendants 
were obligated to prepare their Response Brief, the transcripts of these depositions 
were not available for use in preparing Affidavits. Plaintiffs' use of these deposition 
transcripts creates new issues of fact, namely what sorts of activities leave should 
be granted for (discussed in further detail below). Allowing Plaintiffs to base their 
Reply on affidavits that contain new evidence prejudices Defendants* in that 
Defendants couid not rely or comment on these sources of informarion when 
preparing their Response Brief. Therefore Defendants object to those portions of 
Plaintiffs' Reply which refer to the Rumel Reply Affidavit, and ask that they be 
disregarded. 
C. The Court Should Strike Mr. Richards' Affidavit Because it Makes Legai! 
Conclusions, and is Not Based on Personal Knowledge, nor is Sufficient 
Foundation Given. 
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In addition to being untirnel\/, Mr. Richards' Affidavit has several other 
significant flaws. Mr. Richards gives several iegal conclusions regarding issues 
relevant to this case. In 4, Mr. Richards states thar except for two instances, all 
of the days where he had been assigned "professional leave" should have not been 
classified as leave. He claims that he was performing his job responsibilities for all 
of these activities except for the specific two. Rfchards Reply AHdsvjt, 7 4. It is 
improper for Mr. Richards to  claim rhat every one of these instances do nrrc qualify 
for professional leave when 1) it has not yet bean established legally what his job 
responsibiiities are, 2)  he has not provided sufficient foundation as to  what his job 
responsibilities include, and 3) he has n0.t established what he was doing at each of 
these away from school evenrs. This shows that Mr. Richards is making a legal 
conclusion, which is the province of this Court, in determining that ~hese events 
were part of his job responsibilities, and therefore the School District cannot count 
them as leave. Therefore, this portion of Mr. Richards' Reply Affidavit should be 
stricken. Further, it shows that there are factual issues present, as there is no 
evidence before this Court as to exactly what Mr. Richards did during these 
activities. By admitting this, Plaintiffs acknowledge there are still issues of fact that 
need to be addressed. 
Mr. Richards' Reply Affidavit also contains assumptions and statements not 
made based on his personal knowledge. In 2, he states what he "understands" 
the School District's position is in this litigation, and makes additional statements in 
reply. It would be inappropriate for Mr. Richards to testify in Court as to what he 
believes or perceives Defendants' legal arguments consist of, as he has no personal 
knowledge of such, nor has he been qualified as an expert or lay witness to  give 
legal opinions. See 1.R.E 602, 701, and 702. Therefore it is inappropriate for Mr. 
Richards to make such staeements in an affidavit. This portion of Mr. Richards' 
Reply Affidavit should be stricken. 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF DOUG RICHARDS AND JOHN RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' REPLY - 5 0 0 0 2 3 0  
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8, Plaintifls' Reply Addresses a New Issues Mot Raised in Their Motion for 
Summary Judgment, and' Therefore These Issues Should be Strioken ar 
Disregarded. 
As mentioned above, in their Reply Plaintiffs address a new issue neither 
raised in their Motion for Summary Judgment nor addressed in Defendants' 
RaSpanse. Plaintiffs argue that an employee can only be considered to be on leave 
when the employee is not required to perform his job duties. See pp. 12 - 
15,   his is an entirely new argument, and is not responsive to Defendants' 
arguments in Defendants' Response, which address the interpretation of the 
professional leave clause. Plaintiffs will undoubtedly argue that the interpretation 
of what constitutes leave relates to the issue of whether Mr. Richards had "maxed 
out" his available personal leave days. See Reply, pp. 12 - 13. However, the 
interpretation of what constitutes leave is not necessary to the resoiution of 
whether Mr. Richards had taken more than two professional leave days prior i o  
May 3, 2007, which is a factual issue. Instead, it addresses an entirely new facet 
regarding the construction of the whole leave section of the Master Agreement (not 
just the professional leave clause), requiring this Court to address what is leave in 
/ 
general, As this issue was not addressed in Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
Judgment, nor in Defendants' Response, it is nor appropriately addressed a: this 
juncture. See Thornson w. ldaho ins. Ageucy, 126 ldaho 527, 530 (Idaho 1994); 
State V~ Rubbermaid lnc,, 129 ldaho 353, 356 (Idaho 1996)'. Therefore, 
Defendants object to .the introduction of such argument and the portions of the 
new affidavits that address such issue2, and request that they be disregarded and 
stricken. 
1 Rubbermaid requires that  if issues are raised for the first time in a Reply brief, these issues 
must be objected t o  by the opposing party in a timely manner. State v. Rubbemaid inc., 129 ldaho 
353, 356 [Idaho 19961. 
2 Specifically, Defendants object t o  Richurds Reply Affidavif, B f  3 - 4, and Rumel Rep& 
Affidavit, 1 3 and Exhibir E, and request that those poitions be stricken from the record. 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFlDAVlTS OF DOUG RICHARDS AN5 JOHN RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' REPLY - 6 00023I 
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In any case, the resolution of this case does not necessarily revolve around 
what activities leave should be granted for, This is a contract construction case, 
involving the interpretation of only the professional leave clause. Both Plaintiffs and 
Defendants agree that the issue is whether the clause gives School District 
Administration the discretion to determine when t o  grant professional leave. See 
Response, pp. 4 - 9; Reply, pp. 8 - 11. However, if, as Plaintiffs suggest, it is 
necessary to  determine when leave must be granted, this is an ambiguity in the 
Master Agreement, as there are reasonable conflicting interpretations of  what 
constitutes leave. Therefore Summary Judgment cannot be granted. 
111. 
coi\ac~uslo~ 
I t  is patently unfair for Plaintiffs to rely on deposition transcripts that were 
unavailable to  Defendants when Defendants were preparing their Response Brief. 
Further, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do nor allow for Plaintiffs to file 
Affidavits in supporr of their Reply Brief. Allowing the use of such evidence will 
create an unfair situation in which Defendants are biased due to their inability 'to 
adequately respond to  the new issues addressed in these Affidavits. Therefore, 
Defendants request that these Affidavits be stricken, and that the ponions of 
Plaintiffs' Reply which rely on these Affidavits be disregarded. 
M- DATED this 27 day of June, 2008. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
6 
,' 
Erkm'X. Julian. Wf the Firm 
AtTorneys for Defendants 
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f 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
K 1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2 7  day of June, 2008, 1 served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing M O T =  TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF DOUG 
RICHARDS AND JOHN RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' REPLY by 
delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the method 
indicated below, addressed as follows: 
John E. Rumel [ I U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION [ 1 Hand-Delivered 
620 North 2638 I I Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1 606 
James M. Piorrowski [ I U.S, Mail, postage prepaid 
Marty Durand [ I Hand-Delivered 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP [ I Overnight Mail 
71 3 West Franklin Street [fJ Facsimile 
P.O. Box 2864 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2864 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331 -9201 n 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF DOUG RICHARDS AND JOHN RUMEL, AND/OR OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' REPLY - 8 
. 0002813 
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ANDERSON, JULI-AN, Gi BULL @005/0iO -- 
CASE NO eij &UQ 7-1 1 51 
Brian K. Julian - iSB No. 2360 
Amy G. White - ISB No. 5019 
ANDERSON, JULlAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, ldaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: bjulian@ajhlaw.com 
awhite@ajhiaw.com 
Atiornevs for DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
Plaintiffs, MOTION FOR ORDER TO 1 SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING 
POTLATCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and DOUG RICHARDS, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285, 
and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, POTLATCH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 285, 
Case No. CV 2007-1 151 
Defendants. 1 
COME NOW, the Defendants, by and thfough their counsel of record, 
Anderson, Juiian & Hull, LLP, and move this Court far an order shortening the time 
for Norice of Hearing on Defendants' Motion to Strike Affidavits of Doug Richards 
and John Rumel, andlor Objection to Plaintiffs' Reply. This Motion is based upon 
the grounds thax the Affidavits in support of Plaintiffs' Reply were untimely filed, 
and are not allowed by the ldaho Rules of Civil Procedure; therefore they are 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 1 
,... ,., 
06/27/03 11:37 FAX 20834435:' 
1,. 
ANDERSON, JULIM. & HULL ,-- 
(\ 
objectionable, and Defendants request the oppoicuniry to argue against such a? the 
hearing on Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment. This request to shorten time 
is made pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3), for cause shown. 
DATED this ?"day - of June, 2008. 
ANDERSON, JULlAN & HULL LLP 
Attorneys foy~efendants 
CERTIFICATE OF 'MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this p%y of June, 2008, I sewed a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MOT1 N FOR ORDER TO SHORTEN TlME FOR 
HEARING by delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by 
the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
John E. R ~ ~ m e l  [ 1 U.S. Mail, pos?age prepaid 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1 Hand-Delivered 
520 North 2638 I 1 Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83701 [ I Facsimile 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1 606 
F 
James M. Piotrowski 
Marty Durand 
HEBZFELD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP [ I U.S. Mail, posiage prepaid 
71 3 West Franklin Street [ I Hand-Delivered 
P.O. Box 2864 [ I Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83701 -2864 
Teiephone: (2081 33 1-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331 -9201 
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ANDERSON, JULiAN & HULL LLP - Lb,'[j<d c(]u t.R\' 
C. W. Moore Plaza BY -.. &D@'UT" 
250 South Fifth street, Suite 700 :' ' , 
Post Office Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-M~~I:  bjulian@aihlaw.com 
awhite@aihlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
POTLATCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
and DOUG RICHARDS, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
Case No. CV 2007-1 15 1 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 285, 
and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, POTLATCH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.. 285, 
Defendants. 
TO: THE ABOVE-ENTITLED PARTIES and their attorneys of record: 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on Monday, the 30Ih day of June, 
2008, a?: 7 1 :00 a.m. of said day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, in 
The courtroom of said Court, Latah County Courthouse, Moscow, State of idaho, 
the undersigned will call up for hearing before the Court Defendants' Motion to 
Strike Affidavits of Doug Richards and John Rumel, andlor Objection to Plaintiffs' 
Reply. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
06/27/08 11:36 FAX 2 0 8 3 4 4 5 a ~ k  
i 
AhQERSON. JULIAN, & HULL 
(- ., 
a 
DATED this -& day of June, 2008. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
7@- I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3 day of June, 2008, I served a titie and 
- 
coiiect copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING by delivering the same to each 
of the following attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
foliows: 
John E. Rumel [ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
fDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION [ I Hand-Delivered 
620 North 2638 [ 1 Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83701 [F Facsimile 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1 606 
James M. Piotrowski 
Marty Durand 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSKI, LLP I I U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
713 West Franklin Street [ I Hand-Delivered 
P.O. Box 2864 [ 1 Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2864 [)(I Facsimile 
Telephone: (208) 337-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 331 -9201 
n 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
- COURTMINUTES - 
John R. Stegner Sheryl L. Engler 
District Judge Court Reporter 
Recording: Z: 3/2008-06-30 
Date: June 30,2008 Time: 10:00 A.M. 
POTLATCIH EDUCATION 1 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS, ) Case No. CV-07-01151 
\ 
Plaintiffs, j APPEARANCES: 
VS. 
1 
1 Plaintiffs represented by counsel, 1 John E. Rumel, Boise, ID 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. ) - 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 1 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. ) Defendants represented by counsel, 
285, 1 Brian K. Julian, Boise ID 
Defendants. i 
--------------------------------------------------------------=== 
.............................................................. 
Subjecf of Proceediizgs: Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendants' Motion 
to Strike Affidavits of Doug Richards and John Rumel and/or 
Objection to Plaintiffs' Reply and Motion to Shorten Time for 
Hearing 
This being the time fixed pursuai~t o written notice for hearing of the plaintiffs' 
Motion for Swmnary Judgment and t l~e  defendants' Motion to Strike Affidavits of Doug 
Richards and John Rumel and/or Objection to Plaintiffs' Reply and defendants' Motion to 
Sl~orten Time for Iiearing in this case, Court noted the presence of counsel . 
Court directed remarks to counsel regarding motions to strike. Court questioned 
Mr. Julian. Mr. Julian moved to withdraw the defendant's motion to strike the affidavits 
of Doug Richards and Jolm Rulnel and/or objection to plaintiffs' reply. Court so allowed. 
Maureen Coleman 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES - 1 
Mr. Rumel irttroduced the Potlatch negotiators to the Court.. Mr. Rumel presented 
argument in support of the plaintifys motion for summary judgment. Mr. Julian 
presented argument in opposition to the plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. Mr. 
Rumel preser~ted further argume~~t. Court questioned Mr. Julian. Court directed remarks 
to counsel. Court found that on the issue of whether Mr. Richards exceeded the leave 
time available to him, that the Court believes that the district must give a person a reason 
why they are denying the request and cannot bring that issue up at this time. Court 
articulated findings into the record and granted sumnary judgmer~t on behalf of Potlatch 
School District #285. Court stated that he would reduce his decision to writing. Mr. 
Rumel questioned the Court and stated that an appropriate record has been made and 
stated that the Court does not need to reduce his decision to writing. Mr. Julian will 
prepare the order. Court commended counsel on their work 011 this case. 
Court recessed at 10:42 P.M. 
APPROVED BY: 
. J" 
JOEIN R. STEGNER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Maureen Coleman 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES - 2 
Brian K. Julian - ISB No. 2360 
Amy G. White - ISB No. 501 9 
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Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
. . 
~elephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-551 0 
E-Mail: biulian@hJhlaw.com 
awhite@aihlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
POTLATCH EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS, 
ORDER RE: SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND OTHER 
MOTIONS 
Case No. CV 2007-1 151 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, 
Defendants. I 
THIS MATTER having come before the Court on Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs' Motion t o  Strike Demand for Jury Trial and 
Defendants' Motion to  Strike, and the Court having ruled in the course of 
.... proceedings the following: 1 .) Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Demand for Jury 
ORDER RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND OTHER MOTIONS- I 000290 
Trial being unopposed, is granted; 2.1 Defendants' Motions t o  Strike were 
withdrawn by  defense counsel; 3.) Both parties consented that the Court IS 
given the authority t o  rule as a matter of law o n  Summary Judgment for 
either party in l ight of the briefing submitted as i f  both parties had filed joint 
Motions for Summary Judgment; 4.) Defendants' defense that the teacher in 
question had utilized the allotted the amount o f  professional leave time 
would not be allowed as it was not  raised in  earlier proceedings. 
Having ruled on the foregoing matters, and the Court, being fully 
advised in the premises, does lhereby grant Summary Judgment in favor of 
defendants' for the  reasons set forth in the Court's oral opinion stated on 
the record on June 30, 2008. 
Qe, DATED this d_l day of July, 2008. 
ORDER RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND OTHER MOTIONS- 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this l/ day of July, 2008, 1 served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
OTHER MOTIONS by delivering the same to  each of the following attorneys 
of record, b y  the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
John E. Rumel [J- U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION [ 1 Hand-Delivered 
620  North 2638 
Boise, ID 83701 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ I Facsimile 
Telephone: (2081 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1 606 
Brian K. Julian - 
ANDERSON JULIAN & HULL [ I U.S. Mail, postage prepaid I 1 Hand-Delivered . .
2 5 0  S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 [ I Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
[ ] Facsimile 
Clerk of the Court 
ORDER RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND OTI-IER MOTIONS- 3 
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Brian I<. Julian - ISB No. 2360 
Amy G. White - ISB No. 5019 2808 JUL P8 3: 25 ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza CLERh v OF DI ,alt?is a.e. -.I-? ", nt b.J:.lRT 1 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 L,~TK~ 53u3175' 
Post Office Box 7426 BY . . / S B - , - - r l ' j ~ p ~ ~ ~  
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208)' 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-551 0 
E-Mail: biulian@aihlaw.com 
awhite@aihlaw.com 
Attorneys for DEFENDANTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
POTLATCH EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS, 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2007-1 1 5 1 
JUDGMENT 
THIS MATTER having come before the Court on Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, and the Court having heard oral argument and having 
found that there is no genuine issue of fact to be submitted to the trial court 
JUDGMENT - 1 
and having concluded that  Defendants, are entitled t o  judgment as a matter 
of law; 
THIS DOES HEREBY ADJUDGE AND DECREE that Plaintiffs' causes of 
action for declaratory relief and injunctive relief are dismissed for the 
rationale stated on the record at the hearing on June 30, 2008. 
- 
Bz- DATED this _d( day of July, 2008. 
JUDGMENT - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t/ day of July, 2008, 1 served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT by delivering the same t o  each 
of the following attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, 
addressed as follows: 
John E. Rumel [A U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION [ 1 H a i ~ d - ~ e l ~ v e r e d  
6 2 0  North 2638 [ I Overnight Mail [ ] Facsimile Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1 606 
Brian K. Julian 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
ANDERSON JULIAN & HULL [ ] Hand-Delivered 
2 5 0  S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 [ I Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 7426 [ ] Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
JUDGMENT - 3 
John E. Rumel, Esq. 
IDA3-10 EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
620 North Sixth Street 
P.O. Box 2638 
Boise, UD 83701 
Telephone: (208) 333-8560 
Facsimile: (208) 344-1606 
James M. Piotrowski, Esq. 
2@88 AUG -5 AH l i :  56 
Malty Durand, Esq 
HERZFELD & PIOTROWSICI, LLP 
713 West Franklin Street 
P.O. Box 2864 
Bo~se, Idaho 83701-2864 
Telephone: (208) 331-9200 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-9201 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDN-TO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATREI 
POTLATCH EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
285, 
Defendants 
1 
Case No. CV2007-1151 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
1 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, 
AND TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
PLEASE TNU? NOTICE That: 
1. Plaiiitiffs PotIatch Education Associatioil ("PEA") and Doug kchards, 
represented by John E. Runel, General Counsel of the Idaho Education Associabon, Bo~se, 
Idaho appeal against Defendants Potlatch School District No. 285 and Board of Trustees, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 00029s' 
Potlatch School District No. 285 to the Idaho Supreme Court fiom the Judgme~lt issued by 
District Court Judge John R. Stegner and filed wit11 the Clerk's Office on or about July 11,2008. 
2. The issue on appeal will include, but will not necessarily be limited to, the 
following: 
Did the District Court en  in determining that the School District did not 
breach the Professional Leave provisions of the Master Conh-act entered 
into between the School Board and the PEA and, in turn, breach Richards' 
employmellt contract with the School District by refusing to allow Riclzatds 
to use a professional leave day to defend his final project submitted to 
complete the requirements for his Master's Degree in Educational 
Adrninistratiofieadership fi-o~n tile University of Idaho where 
(a) the Professional Leave provision allows teachers to ''pursue 
proCessional development" and does not limit the definition of that tenn; 
(b) the School District provided the "pursue professional developmel~t" 
language in the Master Contract; 
(c) an analogous term -- "professio~lal growth" in the Salary Schedule 
provisions of the Master Contract -- refers to activities, such as obtaining 
advanced degrees, that will allow a teacher to advance on the Salary 
Schedule: and 
(d) no legitimate reason existed for not allowing Richards to take a 
professiollal leave day to defend lhs final Master's project? 
3. The PEA and Richards have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court in that 
the Judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under Idaho Appellate Rule l l(a)(l) 
4. The PEA and Richards request the preparation of the Reporters' Transcript of tile 
hearings before the Honorable John R. Steper conducted on June 30, 2008. The PEA and 
Richards further request the preparation of the Clerk's Record and specifically requests that the 
Clerk's Record include all docume~~ts autolnatically included pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 
28(a)(l), as well as the following additional documents pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 28(c): 
a. Plaintiffs' Motion for Sunmary Judgment; 
b. Affidavit of J o h  E. Rumel in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 008297 
Judgment, with exhibit attached; 
c. Affidavit of Doug Richards in Support OI! Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
Judgment, with exhibits attached; 
d. Affidavit of Brian Potter in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Smnmary Judginent, 
with exhiblts attached; 
e. Plailltiffs' Motion to Strike Defeiidants' Demand for Trial by Jury; 
f. Afiidavit of Joseph IQen in Support of Response to Motion for Summary 
Judgineilt, with exhibits attaclied; 
g. Affidavit of John E. Rumel in Suppol? of Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendants' 
Response to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, with exhibits attached; 
h. Affidavit of Doug Richards in Support of Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendants' 
Response to Plailltiffs' Motion for Sulm~ary Judgment, with exhibits attached; 
and 
i. Order Re: Sumniary Judgment and Other Motions. 
I hereby certify that: a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter at the 
trial coui? level aud that: 
(a) The Clerlc of the District Court has been or will be paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the Reporter's Transcript; 
@) The estimated fee for the preparation of the Clerk's Record has been or will be 
paid; 
(c) The Appellate fee has been paid; and 
(d) Service of this Notice has been made on all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this s k y  of August, 2008 
IDAHO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Atto~ney for Plaintiffs Potlatch ~ducatioil 
Association and Doug Richards 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 000298 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTLFY That on the H a y  of August, 2008,I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be served via: 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Tra~ismission 
Hand Delivered 
to: 
Brian I<. Julia11, Esq. 
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South F i f l ~  Street, Suiie 700 
Boisc, Idalio 83707-7426 
Facsi~ilile: 344-55 10 
Jolui E. Runel / 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
POTLATCI-I EDUCATION 1 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICI3ARDS ) Supreme Court Case No. 35606 
1 
Plaintiff/ Appellate i CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
VS. 
1 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
1 
NO. 285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ) 
POTLATCH SCI-IOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 285 
1 
) 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certLfy that the 
above and foregoing transcript in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, complete and correct transcript of the pleadings 
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled cause 
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court reporter's 
transcript and the clerk's record, as required by Rule 31. of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I N  WITNESS WIIEREOF, I have hereunto set my liaand and affixed the seal of 
f l d  
said Court at Moscow, Idaho this& day of September 2008. 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah county; ID 
By ~ I & Q  hNh.16~ - 
Deputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
POTLATCH EDUCATION 1 
ASSOCIATION and DOUG RICHARDS ) Supreme Court Case No. 35606 
1 
Plail~tiff/ Appellate 
POTLATCH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 285, and BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 
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